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Abstract ') 
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Two Dimensional Electron Solvation by Alcohol Molecules on the Ag(lll) Surface 
.' ;, 

··' , .. ' 
by 

"; ~ 

;: .. 

; ~ . "~ 

University of California at Berkeley 
; ( 

Professor Charles B. Harris, Chair 

Time and angle-resolved-two photon photoemission spectroscopy is used to inves-
~ J ~ ; ' . 

;;:; ;. 

tigate the electron dynamics 'at the 'polat ads·orbate/ Ag(lll) interfaces. Ultrafast photo 

injection of electrons into alcohol molecules/Ag(lll) interfaces results in strong electro-

static interactions between the electron and surface adsorbates. A series of straight chain 

alcohol molecules is used for the experiment. Strong electron-dipole interactions manifested 

in electron-induced adsorbate reorganization solvate the electron by means of rotation of 

the dipole on the alcohol molecules. Rotation of the molecular dipoles cause dynamical 

relaxation of the observed photoelectron kinetic energy as a function of time delay between · 

excitation and photoemission. Dynamics of electron localization by solvent motion have 

been investigated with angle-resolved two photon photoemission. The majority of the im-

age state electrons are dynamically localized with the formation of the electron trap site 

by dipole rotation. . Examination of early dynamics shows that some of the image state 



electrons are localized by pre-existing defect sites• in the layer. 

A disk dipole model has been proposed to estimate the changes in the electrostatic 

potential caused by an image potential state. electron induced molecular dipole rotation. 
: ;._ 

Positive and negative ends of the dipoles are combined into two oppositely charged disks. 

Charge densities of these disks are related to the dipole moment and adsorbate density on 

the surface. The rotation of the dipoles to s?lv~~e .the :electron is represented by increasing 

separation distance between the disks .. Poteq.tial energy differenG~ at a few Angstrom away 
. ; ·- ' : . ; : ! ' ! ' ' ' ' • . ; , ~. I 

from the surface for different dipole disk separations corresponds to the solvation energies 

; .. ~ .... 
measured with two photon photoemission. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

. Electron dynamics at surfaces and interfaces are of central importance in many 
'1. . 'r I : 

fields of studies. Many technological important processes depe.q.d strongly on the energy 
. . ' ; ' 

levels, transport properties, and .lifetime of the electron at interface. For example, catalytic 
f • • •, •' •• '. ' • • • ' 

reactions on the surface often involve electron transfer between the reactant and the metal 
. ~ ' . \ 

substrate [1]. Electron induced desorption results from the electronic coupling between the 

metal and adsorbate disl?ociative states [2]. Theeffi~iency of any elect~onic device depends 
·' ' ! :, · · , · • ·' · , ·,. 

1 
• : •• .: ·, ; I " '· ' . . -' ~ • I . : • 

op.. the electron transportJ?roperties at the interface [3, 4].. The dynamics of these processes 
''· -._; . -: -· ··, ,- '·! .. •·.• .• : ' ' -' ' 

are further co!llplicated by the presenc~ ()f an electrpn because electr9n can exert strong. 
~ . . . ,. ! : ' !_ .l, : . \ : ' c.. • ' • . 

electrqstatic ,forc~s on b~th the surface and ads~rba,tes. Knowledge of the behavior. 9f 
'. . _,, ' . . '. : ' . . ·.: 

electronsat these interfaces is critical in order to improve device efficiency and understand 
; • ; • i : • . i ...• ; . . .. ; i . ) . ~ . - ... ·: . ~ . .' • . . { : . i . . . : • ~ . . ' . . . \ . ' : 

chemical processes at interfaces. 
:· ' !': ,,. . ~:I .: . •L''. . !' 

.. Electro:r.Lphotoin.jected·into a metal/adsorbate interface:can be used as a probe of, 

the dynamics at: thejRteFface [5]., The energy and lifetime of the electron at ·the interface. 
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reveal information about the electronic structure at the interface [6]. In addition, excita-

tion of the electron and the analysis can be accomplished with laser pulses that have time 

scales comparable to the nuclear motions of adsorbates on the surface [7]. The ultrafast 

spectroscopy of the interface allows real time observation of changes in charge distribution 

associated with adsorbate motions. One particular system of interest is the excess electron at 

a metal/polar adsorbate interface with strong charge-dipole interactions. Strong electron-

adsorbate interactions can cause an electron induced adsorbate reorganization, which is 

similar to electron solvation in liquids where electron-solven:t_.interactions induce a solvent 

reorganization [8-10]. In general, solvation dynamics are known to significantly influence 

the rates of a wide variety of processes, including vibrational relaxation [11-13], ion trans-

.· '. 
port [14], molecular isomerization [12, 15], protein folding [16]', and electron transfer reac-

tions [17-19]. The· intri~ically asymmetric enviro~ment at an interface provides an area 

of particular significance;'wh~re both. reduced dimensionality and hindered solvent motion 

r~~mlt in dynamic~ distind 'from thos~ in the i~otropic' mat~~lal [20-23] ~ 

• . '• ' ' • •· ' ' '. ;r ( ,• < • '.' l." ~ '' •. ',• .• ' • I ' ... ; . ' ; 

Interfaces. provide the asymmetrical ehvif<mment that is experienced. by the chem-

ical species, ~hether 'they are in· t~e form'· of~ 'solid, 'bra moie~lilar speeies as in 'a g'a:s or' 

liquid, or interface charge8 made up of electrons 'or ions. The solvation dynamics of species 

within an interfacial e~~ironment eXhibit important aspects of' adso'rbat~s~lvent interac~ 

tions, but the subject·h~ been la~gelilgnored {26]. The ~ytlimetric interfacial~n~ironrrtei:it · 

has the properties that differ from the bulk media i_n terms ofstru6tures, c~iripositions, 'and 

polarities. Likewise, the· interfacial solvent dynamics can differ from the dynamics' in either 

of the bulk media that defines the interface. Bolvation describes the influence of the· solvent 
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on the relative energy of the electronic states of solutes, which in turn affects the electronic 

absorption and emission spectra. The process of electron solvation is schematically illus-

trated in Figure 1.1. At the equilibrated ground state, the polar adsorbates are organized 

to minimize the solvent configuration energy. An ultrafast laser pulse then excites a sub-

strate electron from below the Fermi level to the interface without disturbing the nuclear 

coordinates of the solvent, consistent with the Franck-Condon principle (to in Figure 1.1). 

Responding to the excitation of the electron, the adsorba!e m9~e<:ules reorgani~~ around the 

excited electron. This is equivalent to motion along the excited state potential (t1.> to in 

' ' 
Figure 1.1) on the solvation coordinate. The tim~ deperi.dent shift in the:electronic energy, 

b.E, during the solvation process can be observed: using two photon photoemission (TPPE). 

Two photon photoemission of image state electron provides some unique advan-

tages to study electron solvation at interfaces. The image potential states that reside within 

a few Angstroms of the surface can be populated by photo injection of electrons from the 
.,. . ·' ~ . . . 

bulk. Owing to the proximity of the lnterfacia:l states. to .the interface, the image state 

electron can be used las ~ probe of .the S\lrface dynamics. With)aser pulses qn the ~rd~r 
< • '· ' ' • • ~ ' '. • ' • ' ' ' • • • j '• • 

of ~ 10() femtoseconds, TPPE is capable of monitor.ing the fast nuclear motions that t~ke. 
' . ' . . : .· 

place on the surface. Angle-resolved TPPE is used to determine the extent of the. el~ctron 
,, : . . . t,. .. 

wavefunctipn .Parallel tot he surface. Image state eie~tron wavefun~tion is.strongl~ ~ffe~ted 
. . 

by the adsorbate motions on the surface. 

This dissertation reports the direct observation of electron solvation at polar ad-

sorbate/ Ag(111) interfaces. In this case, the alcohol adsorbates rearrange in response to the 

presence of an electron. Time and angle-resolved two photon photoemission spectroscopy is 
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.......... , ......... , ........ !. . 
' ' . ' 

~ ................. ,, ..... . 

"! l 

. Solvation Coordinate _;, 

i .. . ' . 

Figure L 1: Scheili.atiC represetitatiori df two photon pliotoeitiissiori. m:e8:surerhents ofsolva~ · 
tion dynamics. An ultrafast laser pulse excites a substrate electron from below the Fermi 
le\iel (E1) td' the interface ~ithout pertli~bipg the· nuclear cobid~nates of tlie solvent (t0): 

Responding to the presence of the electron, adsorbate molecules reorganize around the elec
tron; The ienrganizatlon of the solvent lowers the solvent configuration energy by tlE, 
which is equivalent to motion along the excited state potential on the solvation coordinate 
(t1 > to). The tl.riie deJiendent shift in the electroni'~ energy duririg the solvation process 
can be observed using two photon photoemission 

·.i'' 

.. ; . i 

. ~ i ,_k· ··i"' 

'·1 

I I 
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used to measure the change in the electronic energy while the electron is being solvated by 

the alcohol adsorbates. The relaxation of the image electrons involves the changes in the 

"local" work function due to the surface adsorbates dipole reorientation, which is similar to 

dipole rotation observed in electron solvation in liquid. The TPPE investigation of solvation 

dynamics and solvation energies have been conducted with a series of linear chain :alcohol 

molecules. 

.~~ ... 

,, ,, . 

. : .. 
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' ,· 

C.h~pter 2 

Background· 

The d,etailed mechanisms of electron dynamics at a surface or interface is of great 

fundamental importance as well as technological implications. Electron interaction with the 

surface and interface plays a critical role in the performance of solid state electronic devices 

since all solid state devices require coupling of electrons to and from external sources. In 

attempts to study electronic states at a metal surface or at a metal/ adsorbate interface, 

another field has grown around the study of electronic states created by the presence of an 

electron outside a metal surface and its induced surface polarization which is also known 

as an image charge. While the image electron resides outside of the metal surface, the 

electronic structure of the surface greatly affects the energy, effective mass, and lifetime of 

the electron. In addition, these image state properties can be significantly altered with the 

adsorption of an adlayer. This result necessitates the inclusion of the electronic structure of 

the adsorbates to model the essential physics of image states at a metal/ adsorbate interface. 

Ever since the discovery of the photoelectric effect by Einstein, photoemission has 
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been an important tool to study the electronic structures of metals [24]. While enormous 

amount of information has been acquired ·with various photoemission techniques, lack of 

· time resolution limits the study of electron dynamics. The effort to study electron dynamics 

at surface and interfaces relies on the ability ~o,time resolve the ultrafast electronic processes 

at the surface, such as electron scattering, energy t:ransfer or relaxation, and localization. 

The advent of femtosecond lasers allows diredt ~~a8urements of electron dynamics at the 

surface. The technique of two ph()ton photoemission (TPPE) possesses both the required 

time resolution and energy r~sdlution to)tudy the image potential state dynamics at a 

metal surface and metal/adsorbate interface. 

2.1 Image State Electron 

,.When an electron is placed close to a metal surface, the electron induces a charge 

redistribution in the metal. The electric field from the electron is perpendicular to the 

surface, at which the field vanish~-~ Charge polarization_due to the electron results in the 

formation of a fictitious charge in the metal. The schematiC diagram of electron and induced 

image charge is shown in Figure 2.1. An electron at distance z away from the surface induces 

polarization of the ~~taL T,he polariza~ion in 'the metal is equivalent to the formation of a 
. . .,_ . ... :·-·; . } .. ··. . . -. ~ ' 

fictitious image charge located at z inside the metal. Due to the mirror symmetry of the 

system, the induced charge inside the metal is referred to as an image charge. The resulting 

image charge has a magnitude of '-/3e; where e is the electron charge ;:tnd f3 is defined as: . 

E-1 
/3=c+1 (2.1) 
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r·· 

.. · ,;·, 

-a) 

b) 

z 

Surface 
Plane 

z 

- -CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 

!.J ,"\! .... , .. , ,-

-Image Charge <Image State Electron 

Figure 2.1: (a} Schematic diagram of surface polarization by an electron,closetothe surface; 
(b) Induced image charge resides at equal distance from the surface as compared to image 
state electron. The image charge has the magnitude off3e. The value of f3 is determined 
by the dielectric constant of the metal. 

' ' I 

I~ 
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The value of f3 is determined by E, the bulk static dielectric constant of the metal. For a 

perfect conductor, E is equal to()(), making f3 = 1 [25]. Because tlw induced polarization has 

an opposite charge from the·electron, the image charge is attracted to the electron outside 

the surface by the-Columbic interaction. The image potential can_ be written as 

q2 
V(z) = Evac- -

6
=-----

1 7fEOZ 
(2.2) 

where Evac is the vacuum energy, q is the charge, and Eo is the vacuum permittivity. The 

image potential gives rise to a series of Rydberg-like bound states; i.e. image potenthU 

states, which converge to the Evac· For a perfect conductor, the imagi:!' potential equals 

exactly ! of the potential experienced by the electron)n a hydrogen atom. Ha1f of this 

reduction in the potential arises because the dis~ance between the electron and its ;image 

charge is 2z rather then z. Also, although the polarization in the surface is considered as a 

real charge, no electriC field exists inside the metal. The electric field exists from 0 to +oo 

but not from -oo to +oo, which accounts for the other half ofthe factor of 4. Wavefurictibn. 

perpendicular to the surface can be obtained by using this image potential and solving for 

the cine dimensional Schtodinger's equation perpendicular to the su~face.' The eig~nvalue; 

are 

E _ E _ mee4
_ _ E _ 0.85eV 

n -' . vac (16)2n2n2 - vac n2 . 
(2.3) 

where me -is. the.mass of an electron, e is the elementary charge, ,a11d _n is the quantum 

number of th~ image ~tate1'l [5]. The factor of. 4 in the, pot~ntial lep.d~. to a reduction .o,f the 

energy ·by a factor of 1q, as coq1pared :to the hydrogen _atom.: Energy differ~nce between 
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Evac and En is called the binding energy, Eb. The quantum number n assumes values of 

1, 2, 3 .. ;oo. As the quantum number increases, the energy of the image state moves toward 

the vacuum energy and the image electron probability density moves away from the surface, 

as illustrated in Figure 2·.2. The expectation values fbr the image state electron density are 

given by 

< z >= 3.17n2 A (2.4) 

where n is the quantum number. For n = 1 and n = 2 image states, the expectation values 

o~ the electron density are 3.18 A and 12.70 A away :from the surface, respectively. Image 

state electrons reside only a few Angstroms outside ~f a metal surface, especially for the . 

first few states, making t~em sensitive to changes. in the surface electronic and physical 

structure. At close prmcimity to the surface, the image state electrons can. also induce 

el~ctroni~ or structural changes at the surf~ce. The e:yolutio~ pf ~he,se properties can be 

p.J:Qbed by monitoring the image ~.tate electron energie~ and lif~times. 

t,", 

2.2 JY.Iultiple ~.~flectiqp. ,Theor~ a~d the I:r;n,age Potential State 

Energy 

A more sophisticated treatment of the image state electron takes into account the 

electron interaction with the metal band st~ucture. In multiple reflection theory, image 

states 'are represented··as·!plane waves that oscillate between the inner ·turning point at· 

th~ 'metal surface bandgap and the outer turning point at the image potential [261 27] ;· The 

reHeCtibns •of ele'dron at both turning points add a phase shift in the plane wave. Stat_imiary 

t 
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2.2. MULTIPLE REFLECTION THEORY AND THE IMAGE POTENTIAL STATE ENERGYll 
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Figure 2.2: Electron induced image state potential leading to a Rydberg-like seri~s of bound 
states termed image states. The electron probability density of the n=l and the n=2 image 
states are plotted in the figure. As the quantum 'number ih~~eases, the. energies df image 
states converge toward the vacuum level while the electron density moves away from the 
surface. · . . · -'' . · ·' · " · 
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states exist when the sum of the phase shift equals a multiple of 21r. The effects of the phase 

shifts lead to a modified expression for the energy of the image states 

0.85eV 
En = Evac - ( ) 2 n+a 

(2.5) 

This is analogous-to Equation 2.3except for the quantum defect a, which takes into 'account 

the effects of wave function phase shift [28]. The quantum defect a depends on the phase 

of the wavefunction at the surface, and its value varies from 0 at the top of the bandgap 

to 0.5 at the bottom of the band. For a Ag(lll) surface, the image potential states reside 

close to the conduction band edge, thus the quantum defect is close to 0. 

Quantum defect can also be used to determine the work function of the metal [29]. 

Energy separation between two or more image state energies can be used to determine the 

quantum defect a. Consequently the vacuum energy relative to the image state can be de-

termined with equation 2.5. With the knowledge of the Fermi energy from the photoemitted 

electron kineticenergy, work fu~ction <I> can be obtained from <P = Evac - EFermi· Note 

that the quantum defect a fixes the relative energy separation between the image potential 

states and the vacuum energy level. As will be shown later, a constant quant~m de~ect a 

w~ measured f~~ eleGtro~ sol~atio~ by polar molecule at the metal surface. The electron 

solvation by the polar molec~les caused a dynamical relaxation of iriuige state electron .~i~ 

netic energies in TPPE. Relaxation of the photoelectron kinetic energy is attributed to the 

dynamical changes in the local vacuum level that reduces the work function of the image 

state electron with the binding energy of the electron and the quantum defect of the series 

remains constant. 
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2.3 Image State. Electron Lifetime 

13 

The image state electron lifetime reflects the rate of electron,-hole pair recombi

nation in the metal. The electron lifetime is determi~ed by two factors:- the wayefunction 

overlap between the image state electron and the bulk metal, and the electronic structure 

of the surface [6, 30]. Energetic position of the image state relative to the surface band 

structure determines the wavefunction overlap -between the metal and the electr<;m which 

strongly influences the image state lifetime~. The e:;cponE:)qtial decay of, the electron probabil

ity density inside the meti'J,l occurs fastest at. the middle of the bandgap, leading to a small 

wavefunction overlap and consequently. the longest obsE:)rved lifetime. As the energetic posi

tion of the image·state moves toward the band edges, th~ decay of the electron probability 

density becomes slower a,nd the image state lifetime increases. Image states that are degen

erate with the conduction band of the metal have even greater-penetration of the electron 

wavefunctioninto the metal an:d lead~:to ~shorter lifetimes (see Figure 2.3.(a)) [29,31,32]. 

Fat example, at the clean Ag(111) sur.face, the cim,age state.lifet_ime of 7'1, = lis 1.4 times 

greater than that ofthe n·= 2 state,. Then= limagestate has a longer lifetimebecause 

it resides in the metal bandgap wltile the.n .:;=; -2 §tate is degenerate ,with the conduction 

band. AlternativE)ly,. electron lifetime. can .be viewed. as the. classical os~illation period, be

tween the surface a,nd-the classica,l t11rni11g ,poiilt int,he potentia,l. As _shown in F-igure 

2.3(b ), the. distance;_petween the,su:r,fa,ce a:nd the plassicalJurning pq~nt is determineq bye 

the shape of the image stat~ potential.· The .. oscillatiol;l perJod betweep. th~ ,two turning point 

contributes to the. lifetime of the image, stat~ relectron, The r<;mnd trip. distance inCI"ear>es 

for. highedm,age states, which results in: i:n~reased_ lif~times. Experiwental and theoretical 
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works have indicated that the lifetime of the image state electron should be proportional to 

(n + a)3 [33, 34]. Measurements of image potential state lifetimes at Ag(111) surfaces show 

an (n + a)3 dep~ndence for n = 2 ton= 5 states, which are all degenerate with the silver 

conduction band. The n == 1 state does not follow thi:s trend h:ecause it is not degenerate 

with the silver bandgap [35]~ 

For electrons residing outside of an insulator layer- on the dielectric interface, the 

image state electron can polarize both the insulating ·layer and the metal.·- IIi turn;:the 

polarization in the insulating layer tends to screen the Coluinbic attraction' between-the 

electron and the metal surface. Band structures of both the metal surface and the insulating 

layer play important roles in determining the binding energy and the lifetime of the electron,· 

Two models have- been developed to· describe such a system, the dielectric contimmni m0del 

and the ·two band nearly free electron (NFE) model. The dielectric continu:uin mode"! 

uses the static dielectric constant c and electron affi:riity of'the 'layer t'o ad:ount-for the 

effects of polarization iii the layer [36] .. Potential inside the diel(dr'ic layer depends iOil the 

electron affinity; dielectric constant, and layer thickness:J-Tn;the vachUm.,'the potential is

represented by 'the image state potential outside d.ielectric· 'layer•as in:Equlition 2.5; and' 

an infinite series ofimage·charges due to ~uccessive induced image charges both in: the' 

dielectric layer·an.d in the metal. This simple: model has been used extensively'to' study' 

dielectriC layer with positive electron affinity and neg~tive 'electroif affinity, An ovetlayei" 

with negative electron affinity results in repulsion bf the electrbn probability; density"away' 

from the layer towards the 'vacuum, effectfveiy decou:plingthe:eleetrofi' from the metal.i As 

observed in the n..:alkane/ Ag(111) experiment~ :pr~sence a·dielectric layer With a.''negati-ve: 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of image state electron wavefunction. (a) Image state 
that· i~ deg~n~rate with ,the bandg~p.l_l~ a smaller e,lectron wavefunction.oved~ap. ~itll. tp.e 
metal. This results ·in longer image state lifetimes for states that reside in the bandgap 
cq:r_npar:ed ;to~ the state, that are, d~gen~rat~ with th~ ,metal conductio:rt band:. (b) J'h,e .ro~md. 
trip distanc~ between the surface and the classical turning point influences the lifetimes 
of iF1lage state, e.lectrons. , As the ,quantum nnwber incr~a,ses, the rQ,l,lnd, trtp. djstan~e 11,l~o 
increases, resulting in increased lifetime. Measurements of image state lifetime shows an n3 

q~p~ndence. ·:: · · ... r . .• . • ; ;, 
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electron affinity served as a tunnelling barrier for image states. The n = 1 lifetime increases 

exponentially with layer thickness. Decoupling of the image electron from the metal also 

removes influences of the surface band structure on the image electron lifetime. Image state 

electrons showed an ( n + a )3 lifetime dependence as deterrrliiied by the intrinsic oscillation 

time within the image ·potential well; even 'for states' tha:t are degenerate with the clean 

surface conduction band. For layers with positive electron ;affinity, the electron prefers 

to reside within the dielectric layer and forms a quantum well state as observed in the 

Xe/ Ag(111) system. Since the electron mostly interacts with the adsorbate layer, it is 
\; 

reasonable to believe that the band structure ofihe layer also strongly affects the image 

state energies and lifetimes. Inclusion of the overlayer band structure gives rise to a more 

sophisticated two band NFE model. 

The two band NFE model has often been evok~d to explain the band structure of 

a crystal. In this model, the electrons are perturbed by the perjodiC potential of the lattice 

ion cores [37]. Bulk properties such as lattice constant, bulk electron effective ma8s, and 

band gap, are used as parameters in this model. For an aq~orbate,on Ag(111), two band 

NFE adsorbate on two band NFE metal treatments is used to take into account of electron 

interactions with both the metal and with the adsorbate layer. The electron wavefunction 
!1 ,; 

is ·obtained ·by solving ·the one dimensional time!.:independi:lnt ·. Schrodinger ·equation for all 

three regions: inside the metal, in the adsorbate layer, ·and in: the vacuum region; Several 
.l L· . .,. .;_·' ~ ·;· 

bo·unda:ry condition:s must be satisfied to obtain a ·valid solution~. the electron wavefun:ction 

must vanish at infinity, and both the slope and the amplitude of the wavefunction irthst 

match at both the metal/ adsorbate and the adsorbate/vacuum interface. The lifetime of the 
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image state can be estimated from the calculated electron probability density in the metal. 

The two band nearly free electron model has been applied in the study of Xe/ Ag(111} and 

aromatic molecules/ Ag(111) [29, 31, 38]. 

2.4 Two Photon Photoemission 

The technique of photoemission has long been used to study the electronic states 

in solids and at solid surfaces [39]. A photon with energy larger than the work function <I>= 

Evac- EFermi can photoemit electrons from the surface. By measuring the photoelectron 
") 

kinetic energy, the work function of the metal, the energy of the initial state of the electron 

with respect to the vacuum energy, and the Fermi level can be determined with known 

photon energy used [24]. Single photon photoemission limits the initial state to be below 

the Fermi level and the final state above the vacuum level. The desire to study unoccupied 
'1:· ; ·.i 

states between the Fermi level and the vacuum level prompts the development of other 

photoemission techniques. Inverse photoemission was the first technique developed to study 
!' :·r,. 

the unoccupied states [40]. In inverse photoemission, an electron with known kinetic energy 
·-i' 

and incident angle impinges on the metal surface and emits a photon. The photon energy 

equals the energy difference between the initial state and the final state, which in this case 

the final state is the image potential state. Image state energy can be determined if the work 

function of the surface is known. Image potential states at the Cu(111), Cu(llO), Ag(111), 

Au(111), and Au(lOO)metal surface has been thoroughly studied withinversephotoemission 

by; Straub and Himpsel [41,42]. The energy resolutionofthe inverse photoemission:islimited, 

by;the incoming electron ehergy distribution, whichjs about several hundred :meV, :I:o. TPPE, 
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the energy resolution is limited by the electron energy analyzer, which typically possesses 

the resolution of a few hundredth of an e V. Two photon photoemission has become the 

ideal technique to study image states, because it possesses both the capability of studying 

unoccupied intermediate states and a higher energy resolution. 

In the TPPE, the first "pump" photon excites an electron from the initial state, 

· from below the Fermi level to an intermediate state from which a second "probe" photon 
·' ·~ ' 

brings the electron to the final state above the vacuum energy. The measured kinetic energy 

of the photoemitted electron reveals information regarding the intermediate state and the 

initial state. The arrival of the probe pulse can be time delayed with respect to the pump 

pulse in order to measure the excited state lifetime. A schematic description of TPPE 
) : 

.I. 

is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Two color TPPE employs photons with different energies for 

the excitation and the photoemission processes. Typically the visible light is frequency 

doubled to get the UV photon, which serves as the excitation pulse, hv1. The subsequent 

electron photoemission uses the remnant visible light, hv2. Photon energy less than the 

work function is used in TPPE to avoid single photon photoemission which will obscure 
. ~::·· . .. 

the TPPE signal. This limitation also places constraints on electrons that can be accessed 
·c. 

with TPPE. For example, states located at more than the work function energy below the 
' . 

• '. ·. i r . .• : • ~ . .'. 

Fermi level or at more than the work function above the vacuum level, can not be probed 
'. i i' ... '1 . . ~ . 

by TPPE. 

·• c :. The· results,of TPPE are~tepresented by series of peaks 'with different energY distri-

butioii. Intensity ·of the peaks represents the number of electrotts as• a :function of the· kinetic 

eii~rgy: Photoei:llitfed: electron can origin from initial;: intermediate, ~or final states.· Fig-
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ure 2.5 represents different photoemission schemes with TPPE. Due to their different pho-

toemission steps, different states can be distinguished by varying the photon energy while 

observing changes in photoemitted electron kinetic energy. In our TPPE experiments, the 

UV pump pulse is generated by frequency doubling the visible probe pulse generated by the 

laser. The energy of the UV pulse is exactly twice the visible pulse, hv1 =2hv2. Photoemis-

sion of electron from an initially unoccupied intermed,iate state (such as an image potential 

state) is represented in Figure 2.5(a). An electron is,,initiallyexciteg by ~n UY pulse from 

the continuum of bulk states below the Fermi level. As the excitation pulse increases in 

energy, the same state is being populated by electrons further below the Fermi level from 

'} 

the bulk. Increase in the photoelectron kinetic energy equals the changes in the wavelength 

used in the photoemission process. Therefore, the photoelectron kinetic energy changes by 

hb..v2 of the photon used. Figure 2.5(b) shows the photoemission process from an initially 

occupied state (such as the clean Ag(lll) surface state). The initial excitation pulse brings 

an electron from the fixed energy initial state to a virtual intermediate state. In this case, 
. . . . .. _.. .... . . . 

the energy of the intermediate state is not const~n~ ,si~c~ tt I.~. a: yiituali~F~te. "Iricrease in th,e 
·:· .. - ·,·.:.~--,--~--"~--~-~-:.<:'' ~--·· -~ ··: . ' 

photoelectron kinetic energy results from both the cha~gesin the pump pulse as well as the 
. ... .:; 

probe pulse. Since the UV photon contributes twice the erietgy of the visible, the kinetic 

energy varies as 3hb..v2 for TPPE from an initial. state of constant energy. Single ph9ton 

photoemission by the UV photon is shown in Figure 2.5( c). Since the visible photon only 

have half of the UV photon energy, the visible pulse does not play a role in single photon 

photoemission. The photoelectron kinetic energy form a single photon photoemission pro-

cess varies with the energy used for photoemission, which is the UV pulse. Therefore the 
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final kinetic energy varies with b.hv1 =2b.hv2. Final state photoelectron kinetic energy does 

not changes with the photon energy. For a clean Ag(lll) surface, an occupied surface state 

was observed. Image potential states were considered as unoc:cupied intermediate states. 

2.5 Time Resolved Two Photon Photoemission 

The width of the peaks in TPPE has been used in determining the lifetime of the 

corresponding state, provided the peak o~ly reflects a single state. The Lorehtzian width of 

the TPPE peaks represents the lifetim~ broadening of the state. The measur~d linewidth 
. ' . . ,: 

r is related to the lifetime T by r .. ·T f= n = 660 me v: .. fs [5]. Although this ~ethod has 

been widely used to measure the lifetim~ of image. state electrons, the pleasured lifetime 

is somewhat ambiguous .because TBPE. is a two step$ pro.cess. The linewidth reflects the 

dephasing times for both the state transition and system inhomogeneity. 

The lifetime of an intermedifte. state can also bE) measured by time resolved spec-

troscopy. Figure 2.6 shows the schematics of the time resolved TPPE. The probe pulse, 

hv2, is time delayed with respect to the pump pulse, hv1, which pppulates thejntermediate 

states. The changes in the peak intensity as a function of time delay is a direct measure of 

the intermedi~te state lifetime. As mentioned iri the previous section, the interfaci~l elec-. ' ' ~ . . ' .. . .. -' . 

: : t . - . • : . ' ... 

tron lifetime reflects the electronic structure of the interface. The time resolution of this 
·-

te~hnique is limited by the W,idth of the laser pulse; the pulse width must be coiliparable. or' 
' . ' . . ' • J ~ \ • ' • . • ' : • ' • ·--~ : ' i : '. . . : . ' ', ·. 

shorter than the lifetime. A different lifetime profile of image state signifies· differ'ent inech-

anism in electron excitation and relaxation. It has been determined that the coherent effect 

contributes to the observed rise time in the time resolved TPPE [34, 43-45]. The intraband 
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Figur~ 2.5: Schematic of two photon .photoemission from different initial states and in
termediate state~, where hv1 is the UV. pump pulse, hv2 is the visible probe pulse, and 
hvl =2hv2. Ekin is the measured eleCtron kinetk energy. In case' (a), the intermediate state 
is excited from the valence band by hv1 and photoemitted by hv2 . Varying wavelength 
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results in b.Ekin = 6.hv2. In case (b), photoemission from the occupied initial state occurs 
t~rough a t~o pho~on process. V~rying. w~yelength re~ults .~~ ~Ek~J1: 1= . 36.hv~. , In case 
(c), the occupied initial state is photoemitted by· a single UV photon, hv1, resulting in 
b.Ek'f-n = 26.,hv2 

' .. 

'. ' '• i 
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Figure 2.6: Schematic description of time resolved two photon photoemission. a) A pump 
pulse, 1iv1, excites an electron from below the Fermi level of the substrate into an unoccupied 
intermediate state at initial time ti. b) A second pulse, 1iv2, photoemits the intermediate 
state electron into the vacuum at delay time 1:1t. The kinetic energy of the photoemitted 
electron is measured with a time of flight analysis. (c) Intensity of the TPPE signal as a 
function of b..t reflects the excited state dynamics. 
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relaxation, where an electron at higher momentum states decays into lower momentum 

states via electron-electron scattering, was also observed at the Ag(lll) surface [38]. 

2.6 Angle Resolved Two Photon Photoemission .-

The ability to perform angle resolved photoemission offers the opportunity to study 

the angle dependence of the photoemitted electron, which provides information ·about the· 

three dimensional band structure of the metal or a metal/adsorbate interface. The electron 

wavefunction in a periodic potential is described by Bloch functions, where the wavJfunction 

is determined by wavevector, k [37]. At the surface the wavevector k can be decomposed 

into two components, the perpendicular momentum, kj_, and the parallel momentum, k11, 

with respect to the surface. During the photoemission process kj_ is not conserved. The 

perpendicular component changes as the electron moves across the surface barrier because 
':· ' ' . ~ - -~ . 

the potential is aperiodic in nature. However, the perio,dicity of the potential parallel to 

the surface is invariant in the direction normal t? the strrface, therefore k11 ,for all. ordered 
.· . ' . \ ,· ' . : . ·"·. ·.- ~ 

periodic surface is conserved·~~ Th'e refraction. cif electrons photo~i:nitted from the bulk into 
.· .. . '·: ·,:.~, .. ' . . . . . . . 

J.: ~ . 

the vacuum is illustrated in Ftgure 2.7. Fo'~ ~n interinedi~te ~tat~, the bi~~ing energy Eb is 

related to the measured kinetic energy Ekin by 

··! 

•· (2.6) 

where hw is the energy of the photon used for photoemission. As seen in Figure 2.7, kj_ 

and ku are given by 
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(2.7) 

(2.8) 

where me is the free electron mass and () is the angle between the surface normal and the 

detector. As the angle() is changed, the P;eaks in the TPPE spectr~ changes according to 

the band dispersion along the direction parallel to the surf~ce. The dispersion relation is 

determined by the electron transport properties in the metal. The dispersion relation is 

given by 

(2.9) 

where m* is the effective mass of the electron, and Eo is the perpendicular component of 

the electron energy. The value of Eo can be measured from surface normal photoemission 

in which k11 = 0. The value of effective mass can b~determined hy ·fitting measured E(ku) 
. . 

versus k11 to Equation 2.9. ·A free electron is delocaliz~d and. it • h~ an effestive mass of 

. ___ :.[·. · __ . ~ ;" .:.·· :::-, ·.· /·.· -. .·/ -:~ 
1 with a parabolic dispersion. Larger effective mass means strong~r coupling strength 

. ':_;_ 

between the interface and.-the electron, thus leading to a larger dispe(si9ii ctlrvature. 1 For 

-~-- .... . . ~ 

a spatially localized electron, E(k 11 ) is independent of k11 , and the dispersion plot is a fiat 

line. Localized electron has been observed in various adsorbates. For example, electron 

dyrrll:l1lically localizes at the alkane/ Ag(lll) 'iriterfack' due t'o·strorig ihteradibns: hetween · 
~-'""';:. ,. !" ! i -: L . · ·' .: ~ ~ . , , 

the electron and adsorbates, which results in· the fotrilatibn bf polatohslzi6].'A disordeied 

benzene layer localizes electron in defect sites [31]. Localized electrons were also observed 
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in self assembling monolayer islands [47]. In the current study, the dynamical electron 

localization is due to electron solvation by the adsorbate polar molecules. 

2. 7 Prior Studies of Two Photon Photoemission 

Early TPPE experimJnts have been focused on studying the two an:~ three dimen

sional band ·structures,;'and electron dynamics at metal or semiconductor surfaces. Along 
l, - -

with the advancem~nts in femtosecond laser$, : TPPE has also been employed in the fol-
-· . ' .,_ . ~ 

. ' 
lowing studies: electron dynamics. iQ. adsorbate overlayers, coherent excitation of electron 

• '1. • "'::· , • • 

wave packets [43], optical dephasing of electrons in metals [48]., nuclear motion in pho-

todesorption proces~~s [7], two::dill!.ension~l ba~d struc:ture development in self-assembling 

monolayer [47, 49, 50], and spi~~resolved electron relaxation in ferromagnetiC systems [51]. 

The coherent'! e:lccitfttion of several higher order image states (quantum n > 4) 

results in dynamics )distinctly: different from dynamics of a single quantum state. Th~ ' ' . 

quantum beats qbser~ed in.the <;lynamics was attributed to the coherent interference between 
' 

the wave futtctions of different image· states;· 'The energy separation of mixed quantum 

states was calc_ ulated from the beating period. : AesGhlimann and· coworkers used TPPE to 
• -·· ' •• • •• - •• < '. • '" ••••• '· •• • ,. • .. " ~ • • --. ' 

measure the lifetimes of excited electron with different spins in ferromagnetic solids [51]. The 

ni"aj()r1ty spin~~t~te elettrons have lifetimes twiCe. as long as that of minority-spin electrons: 

Petek' arid' coworkers demonstrated the ability to control exCited eleCtron distribution· in 
' . . -: 

-~ . ' ,' 

li. metal through the opth~arphase of the excitation li~ht [4Bj-. The electronic dephasing 

dynamics were observed utilizing phase resolved pulses with time durations of rv 20 fs. 

The behavior of hot electron gases at or near surfaces has been a subject of intense 
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research. Ultrafast laser induced NO desorption· from Pd(lll) surface was attributed to the 

non-equilibrium hot.electrons generated by the laser pulse. Hot electrons generate by an 

ultrafast laser pulse in the C0/0/Ru(OOOl) system were also found to be responsible for the 

oxidation of CO adsorbate and resulting in the formation of C02 molecules [52].· The CQ2 

formation was caused by a hot electron transfer reaction Jrom the substrate to adsorbates. 

On a longer time scale, hot electron relaxation in the metal is coupled to phonon excitations, 

which ultimately results in a phonon induced CO desorption. Petek and coworkers used 

TPPE to observe electron photodesorption of Cs atoms from a Cu(lll) surface [7]. What 

they found is that the excitation pulse alters the electron distribution of the Cs atom 

promoting electron from the Cs-Cu bonding state to the antibonding state. The subsequent 

nuclear motion of Cs-Cu bond relaxation also changes the energy of the antibonding state. 

A complete picture of Cs atom nuclear motion was obtained by photoemitting the excited 

state electron in the antibonding state at different pump-probe time delays, i.e. at different 

Cs-Cu nuclear distance, and by measuring the electron energy changes associated with the 

Cs-Cu bond stretching. This represents the first femtosecond time resolved observation of 

nuclear motion of :atoms on surfaces . 

. '.; 

Wolf and coworkers used the Cu(lll) and COjCu(lll) to study TPPE,excitation: 

mechanisms for clean surface image states and adsorbate induced states [53,,54]. A djre<;:t 

excitation versus an.-indirect excitation mechanism ,can be. distinguished by usip.g s. and:p 

polarized light to .populate the un\)CC'\lpied inter(nedi':;tte states. D.ire.ct e~citatiqn ·means 

that the intermediate state is .populated. by directly: coupling: between an. i:p.itial statf and: 

the fin at state: For indirect excitation, the i:nterrne.di~:i,te state.s, are. populated. by, scattering . 
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and relaxation of photoexcited nonequilibrium hot electrons from the substrate. On the 

Cu(Hl) surface, they observed a direct excitation for the n = 1 image state .. For CO 

induced a, 1r, and 21f* states, an indirect excitation process was determined for the a state 

and a direct excitation for both the 1r and 21f* states: They also measured the transition 

dipole orientation for the excitation process. 

Recent interests in utilizing the self-arrangement property of the self assembled 

monolayer (SAM) as molecular electronic devices have prompted the studies of SAM elec-

tronic structures on metal surfaces [47]. A series of complicated adsorbate induced states 

were observed. Most importantly, the electron is localized at low adsorbate coverage, which 

corresponds to the formation of islands on the surface. At higher coverage, where the is-

lands began to coalesce, electron was delocalize throughout the surface. This is important in 

determining the critical distance between the nearest molecular devices before cross linking 
.. , ~ . ' 

can interfere with the performance of each device. 
'.i :·J'_' 

Two photon photoemission .has' also, been .used in,studying. the effects of adsor-

bates on image state electron properties. It has been shown that for a physisorbed l~yer, 

the electron affinity of the adsorbate is most critical in determining the binding energies, 

lifetime, and effective:rnass of image st'ates·electrons. For attractive adsorbates such as Xe, 

image state eleCtrons tE)nd to res"ide in thi:i Xe layer, -resulting in the formation of quantum 

well states [6, 32; 55].'i0n the other h·and, 1a·tepulsive'adsorbate like alkane molecules tends 

to ·push elect ton outside the layer,· effectively decoupli-n:g the electron frorri the metal and 

leading: to a longer: electron lifetime. The ·torig life-time allows the image state electron to· 

induce structure rearrangement that 'leads to electron: localizatiorr·and s0l-\tation at the in-
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terface (6, 30]. With growing interest in the physics of image state, excited state electron 

dynamics, and transport properties at surfaces and interfaces, TPPE has become an impor-

tant tool in the study of surface chemistry, electrochemistry, and electro-optic materials . 

.: ., 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental 

Two photon photoemission experiments combine the use of an ultrafast laser and 

an ultra high vacuum system. The ultrafast laser with pulse width on the order of electron 

lifetime at the sample metal surface is used to probe the electron dynamics on the Ag(lll) 

surface. The Ag(lll) sample reside within an ultra high vacuum chamber that ensures the 

cleanliness of the metal surface for the duration of the experiments. The diagram of TPPE 

apparatus is shown in Figure 3.1. A brief overview of the vacuum and laser system will be 

presented in the current thesis since many details regarding the experimental setups have 

been reported in prior theses [35, 56-59]. 

3.1 The Laser System 

The laser system used in the experiment is purchased from Coherent, Inc. The 

system consists of an Innova 400 Ar-ion laser, a Mira Model900-F Ti:Sapphire oscillator, a 

RegA Model 9000 Ti:Sapplllre regenerative amplifier, and an optical parametric amplifier 
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Figure 3. 1.; Schematic of the experimental apparatus. 
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(OPA). Innova 400 Ar-ion laser that operates at multiline emission produces a 22 watts 

light that is used to pump both the oscillator and the amplifier. The oscillator is pumped 

by 8 watts of power that was split from the Ar-ion laser to create a population inversion in 

the Ti:Sapphire crystal that serves as the gain media in the cavity. Since the Ti:Sapphire 

amplifies all wavelength between 680~ to 1100 n!fi, the red,uction ·of the amplified wave-

length is accomplished with laser J?irrors and: a birefringent filters. -Currently the Mira 

pulse is centered at 798 nm with 10 nm full width at half maximum (FWHM). A saturable 

absorber system is used in the oscillator to achieve passiv~ Jllbdelocking. As the intense 

laser pulse alters the index of the Ti:Sapphire crystal, the ctyst~l narrow~ the laser beam 

that passes through the slit. Tliis is known a.S the optic~l Kerr effect. The 'phase of a large 

number of modes are timed to add constructively in order to e{~ate 'a mode locl<:ed; high 

peak intensity pulse for the formation of Kerr lens~ The ultrafast pt!lse.is"less intense at 

both its leading and trailing edges compared to the center of tqe pulse, therefore the two 

edges will cause less change in the index compared to the center. Th~ilis)criown as self phase 
.·,,: '· ·- ,._ 

j . :f~" 

modulation (SPM). In fact, SPM alters the pulse shape because df~~ren~ part~:\6f th.'e puls;e 
' ; l:' ' :.; .. ~ '-'---- 1 : i 

move at different speeds. In addition to SPM, the pulse is broade~j~'Lri_ct~~(~~~-~d group 
f"'"''""•" ""'-• --~-· .. ----- > -

velocity dispersion (GVD) while traveling through lenses, resultihg'in a "chirped" puls~. To 

compensate for SPM and GVD pulse broadening, a pair of prisms is used as negative GVD 

to recompress the pulse. 'A:uto~orrelation ~fthe 'oscillator is 198 fs\vith a width of 140 fs. 

The repetition rate of the oscillator is 76 Mhz with_850 mW mode locked output power. 

The Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier, RegA 9000, is pumped by 14 wattsof 

power generated by the Ar-ion laser. An acoustic-optic Q-switch holds off spontaneous 
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lasing in the amplifier cavity until a 140 fs seed pulse from the oscillator has been injected 

into the cavity. The injected oscillator pulse is broadened first by a cubic polarizer, then 

by the Q-switch Te02 crystal. After 20 to 30 round trips in the cavity, the injected pulse 

reaches the maximum energy before being ejected by an Si02 acousto-optic cavity dumper. 

The amplified pulse is about 40 ps in length .. The index of refraction of the Si02 crystal is 

altered by an acoustic pulse and thus diffracts the dump pulse away from the cavity> The 
J) 

broadened RegA pulse is then recompressed with a 4-pass pulse grating compressor. The 

final output pulse centers around 800 nm with 760 mW power and 260 fs pulse width at 

200 kHz repetition rate. 

Optical parametric amplifier (OPA) uses 25% of the RegA output to generate a 

white-light continuum that contains spectrum from ultraviolet to mid-infrared. The white-

light continuum is used to seed the BBO crystal in the OPA. The rest of the RegA output 

,; ': 
is frequency doubled by focusing the 800 nm RegA beamjnto a 1 mm thickType,I BBO 

crystal to generate the 400 nm "pump" beam. Through optical mixing of the "pump" beam 

in a second BBO crystal, the "signal" beam and the "idler" beam that conserve the energy of 

the'"pum:p",heam are generated.,,Changing the· direction of the "pump~' beam entering thE;) 

BBO crystal tunes the "signal" beam from ·500 nm to 700: nm, and changes the idler bea~;n; 

simultaneously from 2000 nm to 933·nm. The OPA output_,at 680 .nm is. approximately 25; 

mW in power. Group velocity ·dispersion compensated by two prisms r~sult in 120 fs pulse 

width measured by autocorrelation:: A spectra of TPPE autocorrelation of the surface .sta~e · 

is shpwn in'Figure 3.2, Bad oBhe compressed.pl.].lse is frequency doubled by anpth~r BBO 

crystal to generate the UV (the pump) beam in TPPE. The .first dichroic mirro.r sepat11tes, 
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the UV and the visible'(the probe) beanh The•visible beam goes through a delay stage then 

reccnnbines with the UV beam using a second dichroiC mirrbr .. The recombined beams must 

be overlapped, both in time· and space td .produce a two photon excitation in hulk metal. 

The spatial:overlapis accomplished by'turning.mirrors in the beam path to assure both the 

visible arid thectJV lights travel parallel to each other; .By adjusting the delay stage fot the 

visible light; the :two beams can be overlapped. temporally .. Both beariis-are sent .through a 

chamber view port onto the sample slirface; 
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3.2 Ultrahigh Vacuum System 

In order to conduct studies of irriage potential state on a surface with minimum 

contamination, ,tp.e sarhpl~ c~ystal i,s placed in az: ·ultra Jligh vacuum (UHV) environment. 

A variety of equip~ents ·were. puilt onto the chamber for the TPPE experiments. Detail 
.. ;<·· . ·' o· ,. . 

\' ~. 

descriptio~ of the chamber haS-. .Qeen reported in tne' thesis of Merry [56]. The ultra high 
- ~ . - ,. ';.: .'' --_;: . '\ 

vacuum' chamber is equipp~d with a Va~ian 400 L_/s td_od~ i9n pump and an Edward EXT 

·-"< •) • • •• 

250 turbomolecular pump systefi,l. Under normal qperat,io~s, only one pump will be used 

on the .chamoer at a ti~e . .. The turbomolecular pump is -~ed to remove molecules from the 
'< ! ~ .~ • 

charrtb&r · ~~~~- :t~e, J!>'re~~ure i~ above 1 -) )ib."""8 torr', or. ~hile· the molecules are desorbing 
,.,. ~~- : ., :. . ;/ :· ' . ; . .._ ., ..:: 

frorrL't11e ~sarnple, Thereafter the ion immp is .used to achi~ve a base pressure of 5 X 10- 11 
~- .:- • • • •• '1c ~. ' • ' 

:-;,. . ;_ -...: 

·. ·{4t !-~:. .. .... ··- ·' 4
- ~~~ '· .;. 

·:. ~ ·.A Ag(~ll ):\si~gle crystal ~-~D;lpl~ is used for e~¢~_imehts described in this disserta-
·f ...... > .. 

tion. :r~~ f:lil~er cty~tfl;l i:;11~ount~,d to a .sample ma.n}p,lilc,tt_<:>r t.h9-t P,fOVides precise translation 
;ki -~·~:t"' ' .. >"~·:_ .. 1.:' . ,/ .. > : ... :~: ••• : ·~~,,,;· :. , · 

of th$' sairipl~n11ong. t)lree"C:arte§iari coqn:ljp.ates · all.d ~yzo :rotations. Rotation about the x-
,. :~~"~, • 'i> ·:. ,i:: :· . ·:;. . ·. . ~;~··· . ':'::: /.;; ··: ... · . ;-~~ ?( 5"~':. ~ 

y plarie··:allows elet ttons t0/;be ' p,hotoe,mit.ted'l(idifferefi.ti a:rigles for angle-resolved TPPE. 
~- ' •'' ;e , 0, •:' •-- ~·. •.,, '• '···~O' -.~;~ .. ::~1•• ,.,,~ ; 

~--- ~~.-- · . .l ;_ ·-~·:.. · -- t} . '.:-· ._t:.. -.-~.-: .. · . :':·J~ ~-, ~::_r:~~+~::·.;~.J; 
Rotation about the :z;-axis of the sample ~llows 'appliGatiQhs of other instruments installed 

., _, . ;: .: · ·,. -, · .· : (fsX- .- "5F,- ,> ··~ ' 
on the chamber. I,Ieat~r and liqui~. heliilln :n-o~ cryqstat ' :~ftuipped on the sample holder 

.-·: •' :_- . - "-~ •. · . i -).~·.)c. ,;.. --"~- ...... 

allo~s ;~~e .. Ag(lil) s~triJ,ple· '-t~- r:e~di ·. teriii~r~tur~~ b~h~e¥J~§q · K and 725 K. Thermocouple 
~-. ···r-·~- .. ·· ~: ~--~._./·. ~ .. -- . ,~~-. 5~~~~~~?/· ~-,d~\ · . ·~: ~~- ~-~·l: ~~:_>.·ii~~-~;-~~-~---· 

attacliefi to:thl simple all6w~ preds~ · r~~ding ·cit th~ 'sarftpl~· temperature. 

• 1 -·' • -··: • '. • : 

·· The A,gtlll) crystaLis ~ubje<;:ted to repeated ~ycle;:; ~?f:sp11ttering ~th A,r at 500 

K for 20 minutes and annealing at 725 K for 20 minutes to maintain the cleanliness of the 

surface. Sample cleanliness is verified with an Omicron LEED j Auger spectrometer along 
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manipulator 

Ag(111) sample 

goniometer 

Figure 3.3: Sample manipulator provides precise motion required for experiments in the 
UHV chamber. Goniometer provides the angle rotation needed in angle-resolved TPPE 
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with TPPE. Auger spectrometer is used to identify the atomic species present on the surface. 

The LEED is used to determine the orientation of the surface as well as the orientation of 

the layer growth. Detailed description of the operation procedure and technical information 

of the Omicron LEED/ Auger spectrometer has been reported in the thesis of Wong [35]. 1>,._ 

TPPE and Auger spectra for clean Ag(111) surface is shown in Figure 3.4. A quadrupole 

mass spectrometer is also used to identify molecules inside the UHV chamber. 

A leak valve or a miniature evaporation system is used to grow thin adsorbate 

layer(s) on the sample surface. The leak valve is attached to a high vacuum sample line at 

which the gaseous sample is first purified via freeze-pump-and-thaw technique before being 

introducing into the chamber. Layer growth by vapor deposition is accomplished by opening 

the leak valve and expose the Ag(111) sample to the vapor of desired adsorbates. Layer 

by layer growth is calibrated by comparing different surface exposures to TPPE spectra 

and LEED pattern. The evaporation system produces metal or semiconductor molecular 

beam which is used for epitaxy grow~h of refractive . materials. Picture of the . purchased 

E-vap 100 is shown in Figure 3.5. The E-vap 100 uses an electron beam power source for 

thermionic emission to generate a constant be~Jn of electron. The electron beam is then 

used to bombard an !-millimeter diameter metal wire of material to be deposited in order 

to generate a constant stream of molecular beam. Source aperture collimate the molecular 
.•· .... _,• 

beam as it exist the evaporation system. The w~re is mounted on~ manual linear drive feed 
' . : ~.-' . . . 

through, and must be feed periodically in order to maintain a constant evaporation rate. 
d . . ! 

D~ring deposition, the Ag(111) sample is placed in direct line of sight of the ev~poration 

head to maximize the deposition rate. 
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Figure 3.5: Evaporation closer, E-vap 100, from MDC. Evaporation closer is used to grow 
refractive materials on Ag(111). 
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3.3 Alcohol Molecules Solvation Experiments 

Alcohol molecules adsorption on a Ag surface has been studied by Gellman, et 

al. [60, 61], Kleyn, et al. [62], and Weinberg, et al. [63]. Through high-resolution electron 

energy loss spectroscopy, Gellman and coworkers were able to identify vibrational structures 

of alcohol molecules adsorbed onto a Ag(llO) surface. Comparison of vibrational stretch 
. . 

between monolayer, '-fuultilayer, and liquid phase alcohol molecules have shown that the 
·f· 

presence of the Ag surfa~e only slightly perturbs the alcohol molecules. Angular dependence 

' 
of the electron energy los~> cross (':lection:identified the C-0 bond to be roughly align parallel 

~~-- :· . . 

to the surface from methanol to octanc;>l molecules. X-ray photoemission spectroscopy was . .· ,. . . -

·l : ·• 

also used to identify the adsorption 'ge<;>me~ry of the alcoh9ls m<;Jl~cui~~ on the Ag(f10) 
.'1 ~· ' .! . . J \·. _;.--:-~" 

.•. ~ ~· . ·t· . . . . •' ~~:.; ;.!> 

surface. Experimental results als9 indicated that the alcohol molecules adsorbed on the 

surface with alkyl chain;> pat aJlel 't~' the surface. The work function change associated with 
.. _ -:· ' 

the adsorption of alcoh~l molecules has also been measured. This work function change 

is attributed to electron donations by the oxygen atom [60]. Increasing alcohol adsorbate 

. ! 

chain length reduces the work' fun~tion change because of the decrease in oxygen density. 

For the alcohol molecules on Ag(111) experiments, Aldrich spectra grade anhy-
, ' ' 

drous methanol, (1)d-methanol,l-propanol, 1-butanol, and 1Jpentanol were used. Samples 

were transferred in a nitrogen dry box onto the sample line with a base pressure of 5 x 10-7 

torr. Alcohol sample was then purified by repeated freeze-pump-thaw before being intro-

duced via a leak valve into the UHV chamber. 

The layer growth characterization of different alcohol molecules on Ag(111) sur-

face was accomplished with TPPE and LEED. Adsorption temperature was determined by 
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Figure 3.6: MethanoljAg(lll) coverage dependent' TPPE spect'rum. The monolayer cov-
erage is determined to be between 2-3.5 Langmuir, wh~re there is no change in the TPPE 
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keeping a back pressure of the adsorbate molecules in the chamber while slowly lowering 

the substrate temperature until adsorption was observed with TPPE. Holding the substrate 

at the adsorption temperature while increasing the surface coverage results in a steady de-

crease in the work function. For methanol adsorption on the Ag(111) surface, Figure 3.6 

shows TPPE spectra of il',lcreasing methanol coverage.. In this case, monolayer adsorption 
' . 

temperature is 1,~0 K, and ~he complete mo,nolayer surface coverage was determined to be 

between 2 to 3.5 Lan!Slliuir exposure. No apparent work function change can be observed 

between those two; coverage. Monolayer determination was validated with the observation 

of sharp LEED spots ~ithin this range of coverage. At monolayer coverage, the n == 1 and 

n = 2 states were obs~rved ,in the TPPE spectra. Increased methanol exposure at 120 K 

yields a slow adsorption ~f multilayers, which resulted in broadening of the peaks with no 
·.·.'. ' 

visible LEED spots. The; b:.:oad and featureless peaks in TPPE spectra at high exposure 
.. \.'. 

reflect the disordered nature of multilayer adsorption. 

' "' 
' ~ i .. 

For all of the alcohol adsorbates used in the electron solvation experiments, only 

ordered monolay~r _{;EED;p~ttern;were observed. The LEED pattern observed for a inono-
~. '. ' . ' ..;, ' . , ~ : 

layer coverage of different alcohol adsorbated is sketched in Figur~ 3.7. As a common feature 

observed for all bf the '~f~oh"dl rtlolecules used for the experiment, increased exposure above . . ' 

the monolayer coverage'·inevit~bly resulted in -the growth of" ~ul1;ilayers that" reflected in 
r . ~ ·-. 

the disappearance of the LEED patterns a~ong with brpa<;lep.ed T.P,:PE pe~ks,- The mono-
•• ' • •• : • ) ~.:- • ' ', •• • ,. : • ' -~ ~ _. ~ -~ • • ~ '; ( - •• > 

lay~r adsorption t~mpe~ato/e and exposure thl'l,t resulted in monolayer growfh an<;l LE,ED 
' : ' · ' - ' ' • •' ' 1. • • .i .. ~ · · -: ' ··- : - , · '~ I ' ' ' · 1 '.• : . . . · - . l.•. · 

~~tt~~n fo~ each 'alc~hoi's~ecies: ~~d i~ the ~i:p.efi~ent issu~~ri~ed i~ T~ble 3:1 . .A~tlje' 
·-· . ~ 

alcohol molecules increase in chain length, the adsorption temperature become higher and 
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Table 3.1: Monolayer adsorption temperature and coverage exposure 

Adsorbates Monolayer adsorption temperature Monolayer coverage exposure 

Methanol 120 
Propanol 160 
Butanol 170 
Pentanol 180 

the exposure required for a monola~er adsorptiop. decreases. 

r~.: 

;,., 

'' 

2-3.5 
1 

0.5-1.5 
1 

?r:. 

'.:'·· 

''·'.·:;.. 
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Figure 3.7: Observed LEED patterns for different alcohol molecules monolayer adsorbed 
on the Ag(lll) surface. Observation of LEED pattern indicates alcohol molecules form 
order layer on Ag(lll). Electron beam energies used to obtain the LEED patterns are also 
included in the figures. 
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Chapter 4 

Ele~ctron at a Polar 

:The interactions Of solutes witktiheir surroundings is a; subject of great :importance 

since' these interactions' determine many of the physical and chemical phenomenon: that take 

place' in the condense phase. The·rate of chemical reaction:~ that takes place in the condense 

pha.Se largely depends o:nthe'mechanistic'd€\tails ofthe solvation process'. Electron solvation 

represents on~ 'of the most fundamental type .of solvE1nt-solute interaction .. Q'\v6 dimensional 

electron solvation at the metal/alcohol< interface represents the first ever studies of eleGtron· 

solvation in reduceq geometry as well as .at• an interface. The first part of the chapter is 

devoted, to an· overview: of iprevious solvation. experinients .that take· ·place· in the ·liquid ·or· 

glass. medium • ..:The ,concept o£work function and local work function is presented in,the. 

second'sectionin this:chapteri;Jt is necessary to present these two seemingly tri~ia,lbut:'in, 

realitJi.•n<i>t so.-simple concepts. because.the·observatioh of electron solvation by.TPPE,relie~ 
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on applications of the local work function theory. The last part of the chapter includes 

the experimental results and discussions of the systematic studies of electron solvation by 

alcohol molecules on a Ag(lll) surface. Electron solvation in alcohol is used to compare 

with electron solvation observed in nitriles. 

4.1 Previous Solvation Experiments 

.· ........ 

Ever since the first observation of ~olva,t~d ~lectr9n in -amm()il~a hy 'Kraus '[64], 

kinetic and thermodynamic properties of solvation has been a topic of intense research. 

The development of the raqiolysis. experir:neiits d1,1ring the, 6Jfs opens tl:le_ . .)Vay for electron 
' • •• • ~- •• I_ ' '· :;: ·:;. ~., :~::<. ·.: ' · ~: '. l· ' ·,. ~- . :· ·. \: :: .. .. • ~-. 

solvation studies by providing an efficient and reliable means to generate excess electrons. 

Radiation pulse photo ionize electrons from the medium, "hot" excess electron can then 

interact with the surrounding mole~ules .. Absorpti0n: spectra taken immediately following I 
the radiation. pulse provides the' energy.,of>~he ·excess ele<;trqns a,.s tl).ey. interact w~t.h, the 

solventmolecules. The first direct· observation ofthe.electron solvat.ioiJ. p:r<;:>ceSi;;:Was reported 

by ·Ba.Xendale and Ward~an .[65]. ,, After.· irtadiating: 1alcohols .SaJ!Ilple" ,they observeq, .~n 

appeavance· of the optical absor,ption: band tofsolv~ted.electron. 'fjme' evolution of the-

absorption spectra was used to explain the proc::ess· of electrotl solvation. . , , • . 

·Following Baxendale and ·Wardinan·, numerous;experimental. [66,-77) and theoret'"· 

icahvorks [78-83):co'ntributed to flitrthe'r:understanding ofthe physics of electron solvatitm. 

Kevan: ~nd coworkers [67) .studied electron solvation ~in various alcohol glasses; at 77 K by 

pulse radiolysis·and :later by photoioruzation -(73);. In each alcohol glass; trapp·ed electron 

tr·ansitirit '<ibsorption spectra blue shift' on a ·microsecond, timescale. The rate of:sBeotra; 
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diffusion occurs faster for more polar solvent. They suggested dipole reorientation around 

the solute is responsible for the transient spectra shift. Initially the electron is trapped 

in a shallow potential well, electrostatic interaction between the trapped electron and the 

surrounding dipole promotes the reorientation of the molecular dipole to produce a deeper 

potential well. Stronger short range interaction between the electron and the more po-

lar solvent results in faster blue shifts. Temperature dependent studies indicate samples 

placed at higher temperature results in higher electron solvation rate constants. At lower 

temperature, the molecular dipoles still undergo reorientation, albeit a hindered motion. 

A semicontinuum model was proposed by Kevan [78, 79] to explain the effect of dipole re-
' : ,·., 

orientation, spectra shifts, and temperature effects. Parameters such as solvation radius 
,.1 ,. ,· 

and solvent angle were calculated as a function of temperature to compare with experi-

mental results. The fastest solvent response was obtained by Kevan with nanoseconds time 

resolution. 

Higashimura and coworkers, studied -electron solvation in:, various orgarii'c glasses 

between 4.· K-and 77-K by gamma ray radiolysis [66] ... At 4 ·K; the absorption band. was, 

attributed to trap electrons at pre-existing. traps: where molecular dipoles remain unrelax:ed. 

Upon annealing the-sampleJrom 4 K up to 77 K, they obser.ved the band: bLue shifts, which: 

they exptained as the gradu.al reorientation of the molecular. dipole as "trapped" .electron. 

transforms to· "solvated",. electron. Cooling: the ini·tially· solvat~d electron_ from 77. K ,domr• 

to 4,K also resulted in absorption band blue shifting. In this :case, although ,the:tnolecular 

dipole )has rela:xed\and reached equilibrium structure with, the presence of, the ele¢tron, at(; 

77 K; ldwering the temperature causes the contractjop of electron traps in the organic glass'-" 
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and results in the spectrum· blue shifting. 

A different solvation model was proposed by Kroh [83], Salmon [76), and Fun-

abashi [80, 81] to explain electron solvation. Funabashi argues that the two absorption 

band observed in alcohol glasses should not be described as "trapped" or "solvated" elec-

trons, but instead they were electrons at two different trap sites: the hydrogen bonded OH 
. ' . ' ~ ,. 

chains and the alkane part of the molecule. ·· Migration of trapped electron from shallow 

traps, the alkane site, to deep traps, the OR-chain traps caused the change in absorption 
. ,). -J 

spectra. Salmon and Kroh [76] further points out the change in spectra is not due to dipole 

reorientation, it is due to either the loss of electron to recombination reaction in the glass 

or migration of electron from shallow traps to deep traps. At extremely low temperature, 

about 4 K, the viscosity in these system is too high, which relegates the reorientation of the 

dipole to a minor role in electron solvation. Instead the migration seems to be the more 

likely explanation for the spectral changes at shorter times and lower temperature. 

· Similar to results observed in·alcohol glasses studies; electron solvationin liquid 

alcohols also exhibits two· di~tinct· species of electrons.: trapped electrons and .solvated elec~ 

trons f84-88]. Initially trapped ele<::trons absorb in the infrared spectruJll; subsequently 

the electrons rapidly solvate and transform into visible absorption, The·.formation time of 

the solvated· electrons have been measured by many different rese~rch groups. Measured 

with :piCosecond time resolution/ the solvation time varied rbetweeri 1 to 50 picoseconds for 

v~rious aliphatic alcohols. At short. times, ihitiaHcicalizatioil of the quasi;-free state takes 

place either by a configuration fluctuatioll'ot by a,pree:Xisting trap in the liquid. ·Subsequ~nt 

solvent rearrangement near the trapping site• results in a: solvated electron. Two different 
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time scales were obtained from the experiments, an instrument limited fast component (less 

than a picosecond)· and a slower component. The slower component was found to corre!ate 

with dielectric relaxation time of the liquid, indicating that the orientational relaxation was 

the dominant mechanism in structural reorganization. · 

Time dependent fluorescence Stokes shift experiments has also been used to inves-

tigate solvation dynamics of larger solute molecules (89-93]. The uncharged, rigid molecules, 

inside a polar solvent is excited by a short pulse. Excited state solute creates a strong local 
'," ' 

field on the surrounding solvent to rearrange and form a configuration ,that solvates the 

excited state solute. As these solvent rearrangement takes place, the solvent perturbs the 

electronic state of the molecule, and causes changes in the solute emission spectrum. The 

emission spectrum of the excited state changes as the solvent relaxes around the excited 

molecule. Time resolved spectra changes are linked to the dynamical movement of the 

solvent. Through out the dipole solvation experiments, the observed solvation time does 

not depend on the probe molecule used and appear to reflect primarily the properties of 

the polar solvent studied. Time scales observed in these solvation studies are shown to be 
;" ·,,: 1 ·( ';• I ··'!:.: ;: . 

related to the longitudinal and Debye relaxation time of the solvent. 
' •. ·I •·' l· 

Recent development of the 11ltrafast las.er ~llo;w1p 1 proq~ng .of the solvation dynam~cs 

on a femtosecond time scale. Examination of s~pr~ time .. splvation ~dynamic;~ .reveals an t1l-

trafast component of energy relaxation that was not able to be observed before. Transient 

absorption femtosecond studies .ofelectron solvation in alcohol liquids condHcted by Bar-

bar a and co-workers $how that' the solvation ·Process .is cotnplex, especiaJly in the short time' 

regime after electron creation; (8,.94, 95]: They: .suggest th&t the .observed 300, fs,;relaxation 
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time is due to either the radiationless transition from the electronically excited "p" to the 

"s" ground state or to the alcohol molecules solvation ;of the excited "p" state electron .. 

The slower time scale seen in the experiment is attributed to the slower diffusive solvation 

motion, similar to those observed in photoionization and photolysis experiments. Ultrafast 

fluorescence Stokes shift studies of chromophore in polar solvent by Fleming illuminated 

. the complexity of the ultrafast solvation dynamics [17, 89, 96, 97]. Multiple solvation time 

scales were observed for coumarin 343 (a large fluorescence dye molecule) solvation in liquid 

ethanol. The fast relaxation has a time constant of ,....., 60 fs that accounts for the major-

ity of the energy relaxation. This ultrafast phase of solvation has been observed in many 
J,; 

solvent studies and varies little from solvent to solvent [98]. The nature of the short-time 

solvent response was attributed to the isolated individual molecular interaction between 

the solute and solvent, which is labelled as the inertial motion. Each solvent molecules 

responded as individual solvent molecules without the presence of other solvent molecules. 

Similar results were also observed in the molecular dynamic simulations by Maroncelli [99]. 
,.i,' ,.-,,: ·t .•.• 

Molecular dynamic simulations have also shown that the inertial motion involved mostly the 
: ~ ' :~ ''· .. 

reorientation of the solvent molecules in the first few solvent shells around the solute. Sol-

vation experiments of dye molecule in polymethylmethacrylate by Fleming and co-workers 

demonstrated that· the inertial component of solvation is temperature independent between 

300 to 30 K, unlike the slower diffusive component of the ·solvation [96,'97]. ·· 

Along with the experimental advancement of observing solvation, different models 

were proposed to explain the re~ults. Theoreticat treatments of the· dynamics of solvation; 

can: be divided' into· two .approaches: the continmim model and· the :molecular modeL. Con-'; 
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tinuum model treats the condense phase as a collective object des«ribed by bulk parameters. 

Molecular model allows different molecular motions for individual molecules. 

The continuum model treats. the solvent. as a <homogeneous medium in which the 

only relevant property is .its bulk, a frequency-dependent dielectric correlation function [89, 

100]. The polar solute is replaced by a molecular cavity of some· simple shape. The solvation 

energy is obtained by evaluating" the reaction field of the polar solute molecule inside the 

molecular cavity.· The dynamics are simply related to the solvent dielectric properties and 

the detailed >sol lite-solvent' interactions aredgnored. More specificaliy, solvation time scale 

is proportional' to the diele'Ctric constant of the <solvent in an infinite frequency electric field, 

the dielectric constant of thesolvent· .fn a static electrtc field, and .the De bye relaxation time 

of the solvenk Continmim model predicts that solvation time in a fluid should be equal .to 

the longitudi:hral relaxation time of the s6lvent. · The continuunl predicts single telax11tion 

ti'ine-scale, which is contrary to· ·experimental' observation. Experimental results indicate 

multiple sblVatioii time scales, in which the long solvation time scales show qualitative 

agreements tci 'longitudinal relaxation tinre of the solvent.· Minding the molecular nature of· 

the solvent, Wolynes[101], Rips f102, 103], lind Nichols and Calef[l04], proposed theories 

that inVolve more sophisticated treatments of the solVent. These theories model the solvent 

medium 'as a collection· of hard polariz-able spheres; whose dynamic properties are handled 

by the:mean:spherical approximation (MSA).~The MSA model clemonstrates that solvation· 

dynamics proceed.•on 'multiple time·sc;;ales.:,Most solvent exhibits two distinct time scales. 

The fast:solvation--time corresponds to the:bulk relaxation tiinei'T£, and the long time scales 

is associated with Debye· relilication: time of 1ihe s0lvent;: rv. Depending on the d-istance. 
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from the solvent to the solute, solvent responds to the perturbation in solute at different 

time scales. Another appr,oaches to. model solvation dynamics w~ proposed by Nichols 

and Wolynes [104, 105], and Bagchi and Chandra [106, 107]. They derived a generalized 

S'rt:ioluchowski equation to describe 'the solvent relaxation. In this description the dipolar 

solvent -molecules undergo rd'tational and translational- diffusion in· a potential of mean force 

along with the mean force of the other surrounding solvent dipoles. This theory predicts 

that the solvation-time-correlation function Will generally be ~non-exponential. 

With the development of increasip.gl:y powerful· comp11tational capabilities;. com.~ 

ptiter simulation of solvation· becomes accessible·. Ma:roncelli performed moleq1lar dynarniG 

simulation.of electric field correlation function &t a polar Lennard~Jon;es solute in spherical 

clusters fo11 various solvents [99]. Sipmlation results indicated, that sol\'ation proceeds on 

multiple time scales. Analysis of the simulation data,,tevealed;that the majority of the en

ergy relaxation occurs within the fitst few hundted femtoseconds. 1 FurthE:)rmore, Maroncelli 

found that the ultrafast solvation dynamics was independent -of so.lvent.,.$olv~nt in,~er:ac

tions., Identical ultrafast dynamics results were: obtained for molecular dynamic-simulations 

that included solvent:.solvent 'interactions and those that 'excluqed; :the.; interactions .. < 'ro 

explore the underlining. physics. of solvation, Rossky and co-::workets, pave perfoqneq nu,. 

merous quantum molecular ·dynamics. computer simulation~ oLelectron.. sol:vatio.11 ,in y:ar:ioU$ 

solvents [9; 108-,-110]. The quantum energy gap: between t:he electron g-round state,an(j,. the· 

excited state was used as the probe.of.the.solvatioil process . .A;0.3~0.5 piGosecop.d,sol\'ent 

response, which accounts for the majority oL the,energy ·rel¥atioa, -:was; observed; for the 

electron solvation-in· methanol simulations .. They· attributed :tliis fast--solvation :component; 
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to the relatively fast, adiabatic response of the solvent. In separate studies, they pointed out 

that the ultrafast inertial component was the OH bond rotation. To solvate the electron, 

the methanohmolecules orient the OH bonds toward the electron with the positive charge 

hydrogen closest to the solute. 

4.~. Work Function and Local Work Function 
-.,.. . ' ' . 

Work function is the minimum energy tequired tO remove an electron rroin the 
,I 

metaJ to ~ distance fill away. More precisely, for an infinitely large uniform metal surface, 

the work f{l:Uction tp is the potential 'energy difference between two states of the system! 

the iriitiai neutral sample at· 0 K, and the· 'final' state with ah eiedron at test infinitely 

a~ay' from 1the surface (not affected by the electrostatic image force of the rri.~tal). with the 

i~ni~ed metal' remain at gro~nd state [37, 111 j. Potential energy' of these two states are often 

referred to as the Fermi energy, Et,' and the vacuum energy, Ev, respectively. The'energy 

separ~:J,tion.hetween·Ev ar1d Et or the 'Y,Ork fun,c.tio11 is composed of two co,ntribut,ions: the 

bul~ chemiGal potentialj jl, ~nd the electrostatic sq.rface potential, ~<I> (F,igure 4:1)., Work 
' . 

function· is.expressed as[111J . 

(4.1) 

The bulk chemical potential represents the electron's potential energy deep insid~ the buY{' 

owing to the' formation: ofthe .chemiCal 'bonds. · Chemieal potential is the bulk metal contri-

bution:·to 'the work Junction; and depends on the nature of the solid; On the other ,hand; 

.6.4> >is a pure surface 'cohtribution to·tlie work' function. 'As shown· in Figure 4.2( a); electron 
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distribution at the surface is a step function at 0 K. However, at elevated temperature the 

electron density spills out beyond the surface, creating an excess electron density outside the 

surface while leaving a positive charge density inside the metal. As a result, the formation 

of the dipole layer at the surface (Figure 4.2(b)) contributes to the. work function. 

The surface potential contribution to the work function arises because the asym

metrical environment, with' the bulk meta:'! on ohe, sid~ and ~acuu~ on the other side. The 

potential energy of the electron inside the metal is .l()wered by. L\ <I> because the electron is 
• ' . . • 4: ' ·, ; • • . 

closer tq the positive charged dipole layer comp~red to tha.t in vacuum. For an infinitely 
·... . . ' 

large surface, the dipole layer is equivalent to two infinitely large parallel charged plates. 
·- ;,' .' :. . ;_, .- . : .. ; - . 

The surface potential varies linearly with distance z from within the two plates, but it is a 
; - '' • ' . . ~-· I ' ' ' ' 

const~nt outside the plates,. Potential en~rgy di11gra:r;n of the work function for an infinitely 

large surf;:tce is shown in }<'igu,re 4.1. Since the surfacepotential for an infinitely large metal 
• , . , .-: •. :, ' ; ' ~ . ' ' ! • ' I ; ' 

is a constant in z, the work function is also a constant in z . 
. • . : ; ;_ . . . ~ . '· . ' : : ' : . ~ : . . ' : . 

, The''defrnitiori of workfun:ction.'Us'ually applies to an "idealized" surface with'the 

foilm~ing pi-o:pettieS: the metal is' infinite in size and thE{surface of the metal is homog& . 

neous. However, real surfaces are of finite size and composed of discrete atoms that ·cieate 

corrugation in electron density on the surface. For a real surface with finite size dipole layer 

at the interface, the electrostatic surface potential is not constant in distance z outside the 

charged plates. 
'. • ~ I i ' ._,;: 

, .As shown in Figti.re:4.1{;b);·tlie solid angle !}to .the periphery.ofthe:finite.dipole 

layer decreases: with increasing. z; and so doe8 the..i'mrfaee potential ¢1 (:z)in Figure 4,l(:a) .. 

At sufficiently far away. fmm. the .surface;, both the ·dipole .layer· and ,the-.,surface, pptentiaL. 
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Figure 4.1: a) Potential energy diagram of the work function <p for materials. The work 
function equals the sum of surface potential, b.<I>, and the chemical potential, fl. As the 
electron moves across the surface dipole layer, thepoteritiai:eneigy of the electron is lowered 
by .6. <I>. Ev is the surface potential for an infinitely large metal, which remains constant 
ifithe vacuum. • It is the vacuum energy of ah· infiAitei~ large'imetaL• ¢'t(zi)! is the 'surfacer 
potential of a finite size surface. The surface potehtia:l''detreas~s witli'increasihg ~' At 
i'::!:::: o6 the dipole layer cah be considered as irifiiiitesi~al· and• the;wdfk'function:iequa:18: to 
the bulk chemical potential.: Evi is the '-'global". vab.iunh:~n'ergy for• a•finite'siz~ surface.' b) · 
The solid angle D to the peripheral of the dipble layer ·rdp~resents 'the surface· pouentiaJ of'a • 
finite size surface. Larger D results in a higher surface potential. At z = oo where 0 = 0, 
the. surface potential vanishes. 
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Figu,r:~ . .4.-2:· a) The electron. density distri_b_utiop. at a metal s~rf~ce. El~ctrOJ1 density exte~ds; 
b_eyond ~he surf~~' ;CaU§ing ~n ·a<:C.l,lm!,llatioP: of fl:egat}ve .cJ.:t.~rges ,o_uts_i~e the met~l anq. 
p,ositJ:v:e -charges, inside . th~ metaL.);>). Surf~~ poteJ;ltial at, the 1 ~etal, surf~~~ A.. s~rface~ 
dipole layer arises due to the acCJ.,up.ulati_on of charges at ~<?th s~des ;of, th~ surface. The. 
potential energy aqpss the, qipol~ ~ayer: is A_q> .. . . . 1 , , ' , • • , • , • • • 

, .. ''f I' t 
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can be considered as infinitesimal as n approaches zero. However, if the dipole layer is 

surrounded by other dipole layers, lj;(z) will acquire an average value determined by the 

weight of the solid angles of the respective dipolar region. At infinitely far away from the 

surface, all surface potentials go to zero, and the work function of the metal reduces to only 

the bulk chemical potential, which is precisely the work function defined at 0 K (since no 

surface dipole layer exists at 0 K). The bulk chemical pdtentialthat the surface potential 

converges to far away from the surface is considered as 'th.e "global" vacuum level of the 

system. At large z, the work function is' a constant with respect to the surface (parallel or 

perpendicular to the surface), as define by Equation 4.1. However, the work function dose 

to the surface is not a constant since the surface potential¢ is not a constarit. In fact, the 

work functi<:m depends on where it is measured. 

Unlike ari ideal surface, teal surfaces ·are 'triade up of discrete atoms. A realistic 

surface contains atomic-scale defects such as point-defects; steps, adatoms, islands, patches, 

aRd. heteroatoms. ' The atomistic nature of tile surfcice results· in corrugation of electron 

density [111]. For example, the orientation of the·exposed crystal face affects the va1ue of the . 

work function because ofdifferent'lattice arrangement and electroR· density. Figure 4.3(a) 

shows the picture of a typicaL surface with struCtures,; Surface roughness Jeads to a charge 

redistributioN and hence, variations in the surface potential, ·if;( x, iJ, z). Close to the surface,· 

where the solid angle n is large, the surface potential;¢I(x; y, z), 4;2(x, y;.z), and 4;3 (x, yi z), 

are distinct. These surface potentials. are termed ~'·locaP' surface· potential because each 

potential acquires the ·characteristic charge distribution of the surface structure. A "local': 

work 'function of surface .structures can be measured at a feWi Angstrom away from the· 
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surface where the local surface potential reflects the atomic detail of the surface. The local 

work function is defined as 

cPloc(x, y, z)= </>(x, y, z)_: Ej, (4.2) 

whe.re 'Plac(x, y, z) varies parallel and perpendicular to the surface [111, 112]. Further away 
~ ' • , 1 • ' • .. • i f 

from the surface, solid angle n2 inclu_des different surface inhomogeneities. The surface 

potential takes on an average value from all the surface features and merges into a common 
' ' • ' ' . ' ' '•, - • •''' t' - I ~ 

"global" vacuum energy, Ev. 

The local work function J:?USt be probed ~t a distat?-ce that is cpmparableto the 

size of the surface inhomogeneity in order to be sensitive to the surface features. Local 
: •• • • '.1 • • :··. ·;· ,;· • : • ' ! 

work function should be measured at a distance z < 2R from the surface, where R is the 

radius of the surface structure. An image :';tate electron that .r~sides.at few Angstrom away 

from the surface can. b~· used. to measure the local work function of: atowic. scale surface 

inhomogeneities. The expectation value of the:.n=l·and the. n=2. image state. electrc;>n)s 

3 A and 12 A from the surface, respectively.-... 

, An electron which is removed from'the metal.also experiences an·iinage potential 

while being moved. toward· the-positive z direction. ThEdmage potential, .<P,1m, has been 

discussed extensively ih the earlier· chapter of this thesis ... :An image potentiaL ·arises due: 

to the electron polarization of the surface charge density, which· results in ail· electrostatic 

attraction to an image c;harge in the metaL The image potential is• a leng ninge interaction 

that is on the order of""' 104 A. This is inuch longer·compared::to::surface•potential·that: 

converges to the vacuum energy within'a few Angstrom•frbmtthe·surface. AlthoughAhe• 
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Figure 4.3: A real surface contains atomisti<; defects such as steps, islands, patches, and 
pits. Photoer_Wssiqn !1.l,ong diff~rent lo:cal.sttr~~:ce,strqctures wilLexpe,rience differecyt,sJ.l!fac.(j). 
potential, (h, ¢ 2 , and ¢3 • Close to the surface, at solid angle D1 , the ~~rface p~t·e~tiai 
r:eflects ith.e. charge. <;listributiqn 9.fa. small. area on, the. surface .• F\trther away, ,at sqlid .~ngl(j). 
D2 , the surface potential includes a large surf~ce are~ of different structure~ At far ~w~y 
fr:om tP,~.surfa.,ce,. aJl ,the lo.cal;surfa<;e pote.qtials merge. into one that .. t~ake~ .~:m ;!ill.- aV;erl}ge. 
value of the entire surface. 

j, 
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complete potential should be expressed as </>(x, y, z) + </>rm(z), the image potential is not 

expressed in the definition of local work function becatise}t can be· considered as a constant 
: ' ·. ~·-·. ' . 

compared to a local surface potential. \ .. 

4.3 Experimental Observation of Local(Work Function 
' ; 'l r 

' .. ' 

The variation of the local work function perpendiCular"to·the surface is proportional 
' c'" ....., 

to the size of the local structure. In order to observe the· ch~nges in local work function 

caused by an atomic size surface structure, the work function probe must be located at 

a few Angstroms away from the surface. Obser':'a~ions of local work function have been 
. t 

accomplished with several different experimental 'techniques: photoemission of adsorbed 

xenon (PAX) [111, 112], scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) (l13, 114], and TPPE [5, 

115-117]. 

Measurement of local wor-k function was first achieved .by Wandelt using PAX [111, 

112, 118]. At below 80 K, Xe is adsorbed on the surface wjth succ~~sive exposure. Due to 

the difference in adsorption energy, Xe atoms adsorb selectively on a heterogeneous surface, 

e.g. step-sites and terrace-sites. Because of the weak bonding energy between the Xe ato;ms 

and any surface, the binding energy of Xe electron with respect to Fermi level is ~~nstant. 
' ... , 

M~anwhile, the binding energy is modified by the local surface potential, which changes 
.·i;:; .. <", ;·. 

the electron bi~ding with te~pect" to the vacuU:rri leveL· Siitce Xe atb~s reside dose to the 
... !, 

.r ,·,J., f d: 

surface, photoemission ofadsorbed'Xeelectron cart be us~d to·probe the variation in local 

surfac(rst'tuctures. Comparisons of the energy difference· iri'the electron photoeniissioil yield 

changes in local surface potential, i.e. local work function. 
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The PAX experiments carried out by Wandelt demonstrate the sensitivity of ad-

sorbed Xe to a local work function. Photoemission from adsorbed Xe atoms on a 0.5 

monolayer Cu on top of Pt(lll) surface shows both the characteristics of Cu and Pt. The 

successive PAX spectra for increasing Xe coverage indicates a selective site adsorption for 

Xe. Because the adsorption energy of Xe on aPt surface is higher compared to'that of.Cu, 

Xe preferentially adsorbs on Pt instead of Cu. Exposure of surface to ;hydrogen cause Pt to 

undergo a Cu,induced surface rearrangement from Pt(lll) to Pt(111)11xl' reconstructed. 

Subsequent PAX can resolve Cu sites, Pt(lll) sites, and Pt(Ul)'lxl' sites. This result 

demonstrates the extreme sensitivity of adsorbed Xe atoms_ to the local surface potential 

dose to the surface. '••·,-;_, o' > 

Advent of the scanning tunnelling microscopy allows the determination of surface 

structures with atomic precision. Utilizing the STM tip's close proximity to the surface and 
t·. ·.1 

its sensitivity to the tunnelling current, Sakurai and coworkers [113, 114] were able to obtain 

the topographic image of Au/Cu(lll) as well as the local work function. They measured 
' 1 :,, ' i r . I ; ~: ~ •• , , 

the local work function for bare Cu, large Au terrace, the Au/Cu steps, and the Au/ Au 
':!: 

steps. The local work function measured at bare Cu and Au terrace agrees well with the 

Cu(111) and Au(111) work functions. On the other hand, the local work function measured 

--
at steps agrees with the Smoluchowski [ll9] smoothing model of ind~ced surface dipole 

moments. 

The local work function has also been observed by TPPE fot metal overlayer on 

a metal substrate. The first system studied by TPPE was Ag/Pd(111) [115]. For a clean 

Pd(lll) surface, only one peak that corresponded to then= 1 image state of the Pd was 
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observed. At full monolayer coverage, only one peak appeared in the spectrum, the n = 1 

image state of the Ag ovedayer. This peak remained unchanged with further Ag deposition. 

Between the two coverage, two n = 1 states were observed, which corresponded to areas of 

different layer thickness. -The image states assignment was substantiated by fitting a series 

of image states Rydqerg series. The linear decrease of the work function reflects the growth 

of the Ag island. prior to the completion, of a monolayer. • The image states reside close 

to the surface arid its energies are perturbed by the surface electrostatic potential .of the 

patches. The photdemissioli spectra of image states electrons reveal the work function of 

the·individual patch at which the electrons reside. From the coverage dependent evolution 

of the TPPE spectra, Steinmann and coworkers were able to conclude layer-by-layer growth 

of Ag on Pd(111). In addition, local work function for Ag on Au(111) surface was observed 

by Borensztein [116] and Chambliss [117], and Ag on Cu(111) surface was observed by 

Wallauer and Fauster [5]. In each case, image states of the substrate decrease in intensity 
·,. i 

as the coverage of the overlayer increases. For each system, the work function decreases 
f .. 

monotonically with increasing overlayer deposition until a complete monolayer coverage. At 
·;I' 

full monolayer coverage, only the image states of the overlayer can be observed. For the 
.. ., 

~ . ' ; . ~; 

Ag on Au(111) system, additional deposition above monolayer coverage causes then = 1 

image state peaks to sharpen as well as the appearance of the n = 2 image state peak of 
;-

the Ag overlayer. 

i', ,:. 
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4.4 Measurement of Work Function and Local Work Func.,. 

tion with TPPE 
I 

Two photon photoemission first populates the. unoccupied intermediate states
1 

such as the image states, and subsequently photoemits electrons. from these intermediate 
: : .. - . . . -~- . 

states. The. photoelectron kin{ltic energy was measured via a ~ime~of-flight. method. A field 
' - . ; ' 

free region between the metal surface and the electron detectqr is required to ensure Et.n 

accurate determination of the photoelectron energy. The electric field within the. flight re-
• • ' . • • . • • • ,· ' - ! \ • ~ • . • 

gion alters th~. velocity and kinetic energy of the electron .. The field fr,ee region _is achieved . . ' ' ~ ~ . . . . ,.• . . . ; . ' ' ., 

with 1) a colloidal graphi.te coated i1!ght tuJ:>e that shields most of the electron flight path 
' ' . ·' ' ., . . . :-.' '. . .. '' '. '. 

from stray electric field and 2) a battery powered bias potential that compensates for the 
' ' • - • ' ' ·_) > • ' •• ' • .:·. • • 

contact potential differencebetween the sample and .the ~ight tube-detector assemble (Fig-
.- . ' . . ;· -·· :: 

ure 4A(a))~ 
- .. \ 

The contact . potential b~twe~n the .. sample . ap.d. the detector arises because their 

work functions are different. While both the sample and t~e d~tector are grounded to .. .,_ . . 

prevent surface charging, the difference in their vacuum energies causes the photoelectron 

to ~xperience an electric field before entering the flight tube. By applying a battery powered ·. ---. . .. . . ' 

floating de bias between the sample and the flight tube-detector assembly, the difference 

.. 
in vacuum energies is removed (Figure 4A(b)). Both the bias and the flight tube ensure a 

constant electron kinetic energy throughout most of the flight path. 

To properly compensate for the contact potential, the work function difference 

between the sample and the ;detector must first! be ,.detennined. The "tn1.e" image state 

binding energies can be det~rmined by subtracting :the· photon energy from the phot.oelectron 
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kinetic energies in TPPE and then fitting the image state binding energies to Equation 2.5. 

The difference between the "measured" and the "true" image state binding energy is the 

proper contact potential or the work function difference. With the properly adjusted contact 

potential, further changes in the ·photoeleCtron kinetic: energy would indicate either a change 

in the image state binding e.nergy or a change in the sairrple wotk function. These changes 

can be brought about by altering the charge distribution at the sutface, i.e. the si.lrface 

potential (4>(x, y, z, t) in Figure 4.4). 

As mentioned above, the first few image state electrons reside· at a few Angstrom 

fro~ the surface, making them sensitive to local surface inhomogeneities.' Patches of im'rface 

dipole have different local work functions. The image state ele~troris with different' local 

work functions that are photoemitted from the same surface and same photon energy will 

manifest at different kinetic energies in theTPPE spectra (see Figure 4.4): As will be 

shown in the following sections, an electron solvated by dynamical reorganization of the 

surface dipole, which manifests .in the time dependent local work 'functidiL' Iii !this case, 

Equation 4.2 can: be rewritten ~ · tl' . ·. > .. •. 

r ., '}' ' ' ' .·: ' . 

<fJloc(x, y, z, t) = ¢(x, y, z, t)- Et, 

where both <fJloc and 4> are time dependent quantities. 

• ' 1 \" ~ 

4. 5 Two-Dimension~! Electron Solvation by Alcohol Molecules 
} ' •.;.: 

'Jiwo dimensional electron dynamics upon photo· injection cinto,: a metal/ alcohol' 

monolayer interface has been studied with,,time-resolved and angl&-resolved TPPK ·A thin 
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Figrtre'4.4:.'a) A'fll.ght tube arid a battery powered bias that compensate for th~ Ci:mtact 
potential difference create a field free flight region between the sample and the detector. b) 
By properly applying a bias between the: sample and. the- flight' tube'-detector, a8sertibiy, . th~ . 
difference in vacul1m energies is removed. Dynamical reorganization of the surf(Lce dipole 
changes the sutface·pot~nd~l, cf>(x, y;~, i}. Image stat'e el~ctrbri photoeinitted froin different 
surface potentials ;with the same photon energy (dotted line) manifests in different kinetic 

; ; ' ., ~I > ' ' •• , , , •• ' • ' • • • ' • • • • • energies. ! . ' . . :' ., . ' ' 
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layer of adsorbates with a strong molecular dipole, in this case the alcohol molecules, inter-

acts strongly with the photo injected electron that resides closeto the surface. The strong 
. ···; 

electron-adsorbate interactions result in-eiectron induced molecular reorganization similar 

to solute induced solvent reorganization .observed in the liquid solv;ttion. The mechanisms 

of molecular reorganization, dynamics '?f"~nergy stabilization and localization are investi-

gated with straight chain alcohol molecules (methanol, f-propariol, 1-butanol, 1-pentanol) 

and deuterated molecules ( deuterated methanol, deuterat,ed i-butanol).· 

4.5.1 Static Work Function Change by Alcohol Molecule Adsorption 

In general the adsorption of molecules on a metal surface, such as alcohol molecules 

on Ag(111) surface, modifies the work function of the system. The electrostll:tic surface 

potential contribution to the work function is modified by a new dipole layer. The-chemical 
.'. "< 

potential of the metal is also modified by the ~sorBtion;.of a thin lay~r dipole molecules, 

however, this effect is small. · 
,., ~-;·: ' ~h ' . - '"f __ .,,.,_, ·- ~--· {!' 

The adsorption of an adlayerofalcb~~l.molecules on Ag(111) surface changes ~<I> 
;; ' -·· ,, 

in Equation 4.1 and hence, the ~ork~hGtiqn:· This change is termed the :'static" work 
; • - : .' : -. ~ <: •• ! z ' 

,, - .; : : 1' 

function change. This "static" work functionchange is caused b:y the initial adsorption ge-

' 
ometry of the alcohol molecules that modifies the electron density and the surface potential. 

A "dynamic" change in the wol"k £unction, as will l>e. introduced later, .results frorp. the .time 
- . • - I ' : ' '• \ . ~ ,,: : . , ; - ' : ' : . ' -· , . , . . : : ' 

d~pendent reorganiza~ion ;()f the ,dipoles on :tr~ .s~rf(:l,~e .. 
: • · . ' ··. · ' - · · ' . ·" ! . .! -. (~ ,( ·-, ~ ~ :·;-: · · L ! ' ; , •. . , , r _ ·_: ; 

·The static work function change can. be determined utilizing T~BE at zero time 
• . ,_, - t;' ,- ·-· - ;,,_. '\ ··., . -,, --- . .'.... . 

' : • ! :-,.· 

delay, ~t = 0, where the pump and. the probe. puise ovedap' t~mporally,· and the ip;.age 
. ;_·_. 

state electron has no time to interact with surface adsorbates. Using the energy separation 
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between the image state peaks in the !1t = 0 spectra and Equation 2.5, the quantum defect 

"a" can be obtained for the image state series. The quantum defect a is then inserted 

back into Equation 2.5 to obtain the "true" binding energies of image states. The energy 

difference between the experimentally measured binding energy and the true binding energy 

is the static work function change. 

Static work function change owing to the adsorption on Ag(111) was measured 

wit'h TPPE for methanol, deuterated methanol (CH30D), 1-propanol, 1-butailol, detitetated 

butaliol (C4H90D), and 1-pentanol. Pt~viou:s measurements' of work fuhttioh change·due · 

to ·linear chain ·alCohol molecules adsorption were performed by Gellrri:a:n and ·coworkers : 

ona Ag(lOO) surface [60]. Theyrileasured'the wo~k function change with·a: Kelvin probe 

during the temperature programmed desorption of the· akohol molecules from: the Ag(lOO) 

surface. The experimentally measured static work function change on aAg(111) surface 

with TPPE is listed iri·Table 4.1 aloh.g with work function change· on Ag(100) ~easured by 

Gellman. The' subsequent TPPE measurements were conducted with a properly adjusted 

contaCt: potential difference between the sample a:nd the detector as described in 'th'e previous .. 

sectioiL Thereafter the meaSured image:statebin:ding energy cuinCides·with the true.binding 

energy at ;f1t == 0. lf I 

4.5.2 Dynamic TPPE Electron Kinetic Energies 
"(". ' ' . : . ' . '· ) 

Two photon phc;>toemission of alcohoL molecules· ad,sorbed onto a rrietal.surfac;e 

showsa tii:J1e;dependent.photo-electron kinetic energy. Figure· {1.:5(a) shows: the time ·depen:-, 

dent dynamics-ofpeaks observed in TPPE for a typicatmetalfmonolayer alcohol·adsorbates 

interface, in which the TPPE of a monolayer of butanol molecules: adsorbed: on f.\g.(l11J},sur,. .• 
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Table 4.1: Work function change for alcohol molecules adsorption 

Adsorbates Ag(lll) surface Ag(llO) surface 

Methanol -1.24 eV -1.15 eV 
Propanol -0.98 eV -0.98 eV 
Butanol -0.86 eV -0.88 eV 
Pentanol -0.83 eV -0.81 eV 

face. Both tl).e peak intensities and the photoelectron kinetic energies decrease as a function 

of time delay betw~en the purrip and the probe p;ulse. The time dependent photoelectron 

kinetic energies ol;>served in Figure 4.5(a) is more clearly depicted in Figure 4.5(b). ·~ 'f.he 

tim(;'). evolution oftheTPPE spectndnvolves complex dy11amics of energy relaxation-~ well 

as additional appearance of new states. 

A TPPE wavelength survey is used to identify the .. photoemission mechanism,; pf 

the· electron. Several different wavelengths are used for the excitation/photoemission of 

the ele<::~rons while observing the l;<inetic energy change. Figure 4.6(a) shows the TPPE 

spectrum of monolayer methanol/ Ag(111) phc:>toemitted,at D.t =-0 using sE:vera\ differ~nt 

w:av:elengths.: The At,= 0,1'PPEis·used for,wavelen~h,,survey to avoid energy relaxation. 

Two photon photoemission peaks maximum in Figure 4.6(a) is plotted .in Figure 4.6(b), 

versus photoemission photon energies, hD.v2. The lines represent best fits, which shows the 

kinetic energy changes by about 1lw2.' The sl~p~ of ihA~~ i·~dic~t~s that th~ el~ctron~ ~re 

photoemitted from fixed energy intermediate states such·a:simage potential stateS. The two 

peaks observed in i~.:t'= 0 TPPE spectrum can be fit to a hydwgenic series of Equation 2.5 

as the n = '1 'and n = 2 states with quantum defect ·of a'= 0.12, further .substantiating their 

assignment lis image· potential states. ' ~ }l. ' '', 'f 
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Figure 4.6: Wavelength survey of alcohol molecules adsorbed on Ag(lll) surface at f:lt = 0. 
(a) TPPE of monolayer methanol adsorbed on Ag(lilJ with different wavelength. (b) 
TPPE peak maximums as a function of photon energies. The fit (line) shows a slope of 
lh"t:lv2, indicates the electrons are photoemitted from fixed energy interrhediate states,· such 
as imag~potential states: · · • · ' · ' · , · 1 · ·' · ' · 
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- • . ~ I 
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I 4.5.3 Coverage Dependent Dynamics 

Electron dynamics of two different adsorbate surface coverage are studied with 

TPPE. The adsorbate surface coverage is determined with exposure time and pressure 

while at constant sample temperature. Figure 4~ 7 shows the time evolution of TPPE peaks 

maximum for two
0
differeht surface coverage' of deuterated methanol on Ag(111). At a lower 

coverage {solid lines), 2.8 langmuire, three peaks are observed: a peak initially at 1.18 eV 

(circle) that decays in energy exponentially with a time constant of r = 200 fs, a seconcl 

peak initially at 0.97 eV (x) that decays exponentially with r = 264 fs, and a third peak 

(diamond) initially at 0.77 eV that remains constant in energy. At higher ~overage( dotted 

line), 4.5 tagmuire, only two peaks are observed: one peak initially at 0.96 eV·(soli<i, square) 

and the other peak initially at 0.94 eV (solid triangle) that decay exponentially with T = 463 
.'I;. ' ·-· 

fs and 469 fs, respectively. 

The population dynamics of these states for each surface coverage is shown in 

Figure 4.8. Thepopulationdynami~ in Figure 4.8 has been fit by,convolving the instrument 
t~, . • ! '"' '. ·~.; : ·( r' ~. ,; . . • 

function with a single exponential decay. Line~ through data points shows the best fit. At 
( ' .. 

low,,co,verage (figure 4,8(a)L tJ:l,e P,ea~.initi9l~y at .. L18, eV (circle) has an extremelr short· 

.! ' ' • ' J 

lifetime of -52 fs, .. while the p~ak ~nithl1ly-ll,t 0.9? ~y (JC) has a lifetim~.~f 11p0 fs: Lif~till}e 

",_,· i', \·: ; ,. ' ,. -

for tl:J.e,}hird peak can, not beobtatr~<(d be:caus~ i~ i~ only ,visible within the fir~t; 1~50 fs . 
• ' ~ :·•·}; • ' :.~ ; ·,;~ , .• '·: : • ,5 ,.\l ~ .. f•.:. ,.· t\ ;:· .r: .. 

Population dynamics of the 4.5 langmuire deuterated methanol coverage (solid line) a,nd 

5 langmuire methanol coverage (dotted line) is shown in Figure 4.8(b) for comparsion. 

The two deuterated methanol peaks have lifetimes of 1220 fs (solid square) and 1190 fs 

(solid triangle) while the two methanol peaks have lifetimes of 1550 fs (x) and 1440 fs ( + ). 
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Figure 4';7: Iiriage state photoelectroh dynamics at two different surface coVe~ age of deuter~ 
a ted methanol on Ag( 111). Photoelectron kinetic energy is plotted against delay time 
between the pump and the; probe· pulse. At 2.8 larigmriire (in solid 'line); three peaks are ob
served (circle, x, and diamond), while at 4.5 langmuire (in dotted line), only two peaks are 
observed: (s6lid square and solid triangle). Energy rela.Xation.· for 'the :two different coverage 
exhibits similar dynamics,. indicating similar. molecular reorganization caused the energy 
reduction. ' ' · ' ' · ·· ! · · • : · _ . '· ·';· · -· - • ' - ·· - · . ' · l 
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Lifetimes of'"'"' 1000 fs for a monolayer coverage indicate that the methanol· or deuterated 

methanol monolayer effectively decouples the image state electron from the metal substrate, 

shifting the image state electron density partially outside of the adsorbate layer, into the 

vacuum. The low coverage peak (circle) has a lifetime that is comparable to 'the clean 

surface n = 1 image state lifetime of 36 fs. This indicates that 2.8 langmuire exposure 

results in an incomplete surface coverage. Image state with longer lifetime suggests that 

electron interacts strongly with patches of deuterated methanol, while the peak with short 

lifetime implies that electron interacts strongly with patches of clean Ag(111) surface. At p. 

complete monolayer coverage of 4.5 langmuire, electron interacts only with the adsorbate, 

Although the two peaks at low coverage have different lifetimes, energy relaxation of these 
r ·•, 

two states have similar time constants of 7 '"'"' 300 fs, indicating similar molecular motidn 

that caused the energy stabilization. 

4.5.4 Alcohol Molecule Dependent Kinetic Energies Dynamics 

A series of straight chain alcohol molecules are used to study the electron dyn~mics 

upon photo inj~ction from bulk metal to a _metal/ alcohol nfonolayer i~terface. The magni-

tudes and the dyna:rnics.bf the TPPE kinetic energy relaxation are used''for comparison in 

attempts to understand electron-adsorbates interactions . 

. \ ~ '. : 

Methanol ,_:·· ;;, . 

::; 

Methanol (CH30H) is the smallest alcohol mbl(:jcules studied:with TPPK Mono~ 
. H \ ~ : ;_ .· ~. >'' ; ' " . ~- . ;_ _; : . . ' 

ia,yer methanbl adsoroed on Ag(111) at aboiit' 120 K and forms an oi-dered moriblayer"(at · 
,;. ; ~ -~;; . . . ~~ . . ) ~-:,-~- :,: ; .::·, 

5 langmuire exposure) that can be observed with LEED (Figure 3.7(b}). Dipole rnonie!it 
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Figure 4.8: Normalized photoelectron counts plotted as a function of delay time. Lines 
represent the best fit. (a) At 2.8 langmuire deuterated methanol, incomplete sui-face co~
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of 1. 70 De bye for methanol is the strongest dipole compared to other straight chain alcohol 

molecules [120]. The kinetic energies of the n = 1 image state electrons as a function of time 

delay between the pump and the probe pulses are shown in Figure 4.9. At D..t = 0 only one 

n = 1 image state can be seen. Within 200 fs, a second n ·= 1 image state appears in the 

TPPE spectra. The kinetic energies of both states are observed to decrease as a function 
( 

of D..t. The kinetic energy of the initial n = 1 image state shifts by 0.106 =!= 0.010 eV and 

the kinetic energy of the other n = 1 image state shift~ by 0.237 ± 0,010 eV.· The maximull,l 

change in the kinetic energy is defined as the solvation energy. The n = 2 state is not seeri 

in the spectra due to low signal to noise ratio; -Population dynamics of these t~o states is 

displayed in Figure 4.8. The two n = 1 image states have lifetimes of 1550 fs ( cird~) an:1 

1440 fs (x). 

r.: 

Propanol 

Propanol (C:fhCH2CH20H), with an dipole moment of 1.68 Depye, ;adsorbs on 
··~-· 
•, 

Ag(111) surface at about 140 K [120]. Adsorption of 1 tang~uire ofpropanol at, 160 K . -· - . . -- . . -- .. .. . . · .. •' 

:{ 
::,. 

equals to one monolayer. LEED pattern of ordered propanol monolayer is indicated in Fig

ure 3.7(c). The time evolution of kin~ti~ ~ne.rgy of the monolayer propanol image electrons 

phot~emitted ~ith hv2 =· 6~2 nm light are ~ho~nin.fig'ure 4.1b. For propan'ol/ Ag(llJ), 
. . . . ' . - ' - ' ~ . . ' ' ' ' ', . . . : ) ; . . :.. . . ' . . . : ' ; .[ ' . . ' : 

image staten= 1, n =:= 2, a~d n ~ ~ a~e ob~e~~ed}n-'.~h.e TPPE s~~ctra.- At .6.t :{2ot(fs',' 
.. '')· ,. ,.. ' .' . .. ~;··;~: . .:·:.:. ., ·: -.'r. ~ ~ ,1' -' <; ' .• ,.\ ; .-.~.1 

only one set of image state series with a quantum defect of a= 0.12 appears in the spectra. 

' 
All three image states change kinetic energies in unison, maintaining a constant quantum 

defect. Between D..t = 200 fs to D..t = 1600 fs, an additional image state series appears in 

the spectra. The new image state series also shifts in kinetic energies while maintaining a 
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constant quantum defect of a = 0.12. The initial image state series (circle) shifts in energies 

exponentially with T = 302 fs. The second image state series (x) has an exponential decay 

time constant of 510 fs. The overall solvation energy is 0.251 ± 0.010 eV. 

Butanol 

Monolayer butanol (CH3CHzCHzCHzOH) adsorbed on Ag(111) at 160 K with 

about 1 langmuire exposure. The work function change owing to adsorption of a monolayer 

is 0.86 eV. Straight chain butanol has a molecular di-pole of 1.66 Debye [120]. Figure 4.11 

shows both the n =::: ,l and n == 2 image state electron kinetic energy dynamics. Butano1 

photoelectrqns kinetic energy dynamics present a strong resemblance to those of a monolayer 

of methanol and propanol. Multiple image state series relax simultaneously with a constant 

a= 1.11 quantum defect. The first image state serie,s,{circl~) relax with T = 260 fs. Both 
·.~r_;' . - r. ~ 

energies of the second n = 1 and n = 2 image state series (x:) decrease exponentially with 

T = 530 fs. Total change in energy for butanol is 0.254 ± 0.010 ev: 

, .. •' 

Pentanol : l • .r . ...-··~ 

. . : -·~ ~ . , 

Straight chain pentanol (CH3CHzCHzCHzCHzOH) is the longest alcohol molecules 
. r· :··; ,I 

studied with 'FPPE in: this dissertation; Pentanpl has q, mole~ular d,ipole of,l.64Debye [120]. 
; .. 

As the,alcohol molecules increas~ in size; the ~:~,d$orption,temperatu11eQf the molecule al~?o 
(: ;:•· 

., 

increases. Pentanol adsorbed on the Ag(111) surface at about 180 K. The work func-:: 

tion change due to alcohol molecule adsorption also decreases with the increase in alcohol 

molecule size. Monolayer pentanollowers the Ag(111) work function by 0.83 eV. Photoelec-

tron kinetic energy relaxation for pentanol adsorbed on Ag(111) is shown in Figure 4.12. 
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The dynamics·of energy relaocationforpentanol shows a strong resemblance .to other alcohol 

molecules. The initial image state' series shift ~in ·energy exponentia1ly with r == 269 fs and 

a quantum defect of a = 0.11. The second n = 1 image state relaxes exponentially with 

r = 545 fs. No n = 2 image state is observed for the second image state series. Total 

solvation energy for pentanol is 0.231 ± 0.010 eV. 
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4.5.5 Deuterated Alcohol Molecules 

Two photon photoemission electron dynamics at deuterate methanol 

are studied to compare with those of non-deuterated alcohol/ Ag(111) interfaces. In general 

there is no discernable difference between the deuterated species and the non-deuterated 

species. Figure 4.13 shows the image state electron kinetic energy dynamics for both 

methanol and deuterated methanol. Image state electron relaxes with similar time scale' 
•,·-

ahd energy for both alcohol species. Population dynamics for both alcohol species ar~ 

shown in Figure 4.8(b), where both deuterated methano,l and :niethanol have a lifetime ~f 

about "' 1500 :fs. Similar electron dynamics are also observed for butanol and d~uterated 

butanol. 

Temperature Dependent Solvation Dynamics 

·._ ... · The temperature dependence of the solvation gynamics is investigated for a mono-

layer of butanol on Ag(111}. TPPE energy relaxation dynamics are taken at fbur different 

sample temperatures: 170 K, 130 K, 109 K, an¢ 50 K. Initial butanol layer is deposited at 

180 ,K prior to lowering the sample temperature. Figure 4.14 shows tqe time evolutions of. 
' ' ' ' ' . . ' ' . . ' . ~ . ' . . . ,_, . ' 

. , . . . . . . , r,. : ~ . . . . , ; ... · -~ .·! • . L . • 

photoelectron kinetic energy at four temperatures. At 100 K and 50 K, TPPE sig?-als ~an,, 

be observed until t:l.t "' 1200 fs. For the 170 K and 130 K measurements, TPPE peaks can 

only be seen within 600 fs time delay owing to fast signal decaying. Lowering the sample 

temperature improves the signal to noise ratio, thus allowing the observation of the TPPE 

signal at longer time delay. Both n=1 and n=2 image states are observed in the TPPE spec-
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tra. Lowering the sample temperature shifts the binding energy of the image state closer to 

the Fermi level, thus lowering the photoelectron kinetic energy. Similar shifts in the peak 

position of the image states have been observed on clean Ag(111) [58], Cu(100) [121], and 

Cu(111) [122]. However, lowering the sample temperature do not change the relaxation 

dynamics of image states. Figurt;-4.15 depicts a close tip view of the n=1 and n=2 image 

state energy dynamics. At these four temperatures, the n='I image state relaxation can be 

fit to a single exponential decay with a T rv 205 ± 40 fs and the n=2 image state with a 

T rv 180 ± 40 fs, sh<;>wing that the solvation dynamics and the solvation process is identical 

at all four temperat1,1res. Both the n=1 and n=2 image state shift in unison and relax by 

about 0.03 eV from 0 to 500 fs, which is similar to the energy shift observed in other alcohol 

solvation. 

4.5. 7 Discussion 

Two photon photoemission ~or all of th.¢ alcohol/ Ag(111) interfaces shows image 

state electron energy relaXation. An important result in these energy relaxations is that . . 

l._. - : •. .' . -~: '. _: ; • ~ -~~ ~ ·,l.; . . 

they always shift in unison, while both the n = 1 and' n = 2 (sometimes n = 3) image 

state shift in energies. While the image state series de~~eases in energy, the quantum defect 

' - ' .I . •. . . .· ; ., 

"a" t11.at chara<;:terizes tll.e. ~eries rymains. constant ~long with, th,~ bjnding energy of each 
,_ • l - : .• •• :. : . . • . ',, 

image state. To maintain the same i~age state ·electrons biridinltenergies, th~ energy level 

to which image states are converging must be decreasing in energy as well. Equation 2.5 

in Section 2.2 states that the image state series converges to the vacuum level, Evac, of the 

system. Further examination on the definition of work function in Section 4.2 shows that for 

a finite size metal, the vacuum level only exists at a distance very far away from the surface. 
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For the first few image states that reside at a few Angstrom from the surface, the image 

states converge to a local_surface potential, <Ploc, which reflects the local surface_ electron 

. - . 
density. As indicated in ~he image state dynamics, the local surface potential to which the 

image states converge is decreasing in energy. Equation 2.5 can be more accurately written 

as 

, 0.85eV 
E = <Ptoc(x, y, z, t) - ( )2 · , n+a 

(4.4) 

where the energies are referenced to the local surface potential <Ptoc(x, y, z, t), whic,h is both 

a function of time and position. 

Description of work function in Section 4.2 shows that at a few Angstrom fro~ 

the surface, the local work function reflects the charge distribution of local surface area'. 

Simultaneous appearance of multiple. image potential state series in TPPE spectrum also 
I 

indicates.that an electron close to the surface has different local work function, depending 

on local surface structures. Energy relaxation observed in electron solvation by alcohol 

. -. -_:'./ 

molecules can be attributed to changes in the work function, i.e. ~he local surface potential 

<Ptoc(x, y, z, t) adjacent to the surface. To be more specific, the local surface pqt~ntial, 

<Ptoc(x, y, z, t) can be separated i'uto these component~:-

!: '.< ; t· 

<Ptoc(x, y, z, t) = <Pstatic(x, y, z) + </Jdyn!i-TTJ-ic(x, y, z, t) + </Jrp(z) 
' ·: ·"'·--;q 

(4.5) 

wMre ¢ i p ( z) is· the image· potential, <Pstati~( x, y, z )'is the surface potent'ial due 'to' the ihitiat' 
~~~-, >• ,, '· ~- ~:;,·~ .... ),' ·: ... -. r·i: ,"l i· • •r 

adsorption of the polar adsorbate, and </Jdynamic(x, y, z, t) is the dynamical change in:' the 

local surface potential observed in TPPE. The simultaneous appearance of multiple image 
I I I . 
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state series, and the dynamical change in local surface potential result from time dependent 

variation of the local work function caused by the adsorbate reorganization on the surface. 

In this case, the reorganization is the rotation of the alcohol molecular dipole to solvate the 

image state electron. 

An image state electron that resides at only" a few Angstroms outside the surface 

significantly perturbs the equilibrium structure of the alcohol layer. The alcohol molecules 
,_.·.·· ·_· 

·. ~- :. . } ' . 

respond to the perturbation by rotating the positive end of their molecular tlipoles towli:ri,ds 
f·. \.. <' ' . 

the electron, i.e. by "solvating" it. This reorientation results in an increas~dprdject~o~., of 
~ ' ~ 

the molecular dipole along the surface normal from the initial adsorption geometry. Dipole 

rotation also results· in a reduction of the surface potential, ¢dynamic( X, y; z, t), to which 

the image state progref'!sion ~qnverges. The difference _between. the static ,stirf~cepotenti?-1, . . ' .. · ,.... ' ·-- ' ' 

. ' . . ... ·· . .,.-· 

<Pstatic(x, y, z), and the dynamic SJ:ll.f~cEf_p()teh.ti!:tl, </Ydynamic(x, y, z, t) is the:s,q!vatior:l eqergy . 
. ~: ... 

Figure 4.16 schematically illustrates the sol~~tion process at an ads~rbate/ruetal int~rface. 
A , 

Initial adsorption of alcohol molecules lowers the work function of the metal By lowering 

the surface potential component of the wbrk function, <I>. At !:::..t = 0, the irhage potentiai 
~ \ '. ' . · .. : . ~ ' : 

states converge to <Pstatic(x, y, z). As molecules rotate its dipole to solvate the,irha:ge, st~te 
'.1' 

electron, the local surface potential and local work function are also lowered. By aligning 
·.")'' 

the dipole~('toward vacuum, the positive charge accumulation on the vacuum side of the : 
·_, .l 

surface increases, thus lowering the work funGtion.. ; · , 
~: t' '·. 

,. ;;·· ; i -··f' 
; ' ; 

Two photon ;photoemission studies of electron solvation by alcohol molecules indi- . 
'-~-- - ;·~ : ... 

cate that the solvation time, scales and solvation•energies are relatively similar frm.nm~thanol 

to pentanol. The maximum solvation energy for these alcohols is"' 2.5 eV, and the longest 
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solvation energy relaxation is exponential with time constant of "' 500 fs. The same sol-

vation energy and relaxation time scale suggest that the solvation motion is similar for all 

species of straight chain alcohols. In this case, the solvation motion is the rotational motion 

of the 0-H group on the alcohol that points the 0-H bond toward the electron. Computer 

simulation of electron solvated by methanol shows that at equilibrium, the electron is lo-

calized within a solvent shell of methanol with the 0-H bond of each methanol directed . . 

toward the electron [108]. An~lysis of specific solvent modes in the relaxation of an excess 

electron in liquid methanol by Rossky and coworkers shows that the 0-H bond motion is 

the fastest solvent response compared to other methanol rotatio~f11 motipns [110]. In their 

nonad.iabatic molecular dynamics simulation of solv;ated electron in methanol, Rossky and 
' . . . . . 

coworkers attributed the fast adiabatic response of the solvent to the observed fast expo-

nential energy relaxation on the time scale of about 500 fs [109]. This is comparable to the 
:.:, , 

longest solvation time observed in TPPE electron solvation. Pump-probe spectroscopy of 

<·" 
the equilibrated solvated electron in liquid alcohols by Barbara and coworkers also observed 

a fast spectra evolution of "' 500 fs [95]: In th~ solv~tio~ ~imulation, Rossky observed 

' 1 •.••• ~ .• i : .· 

a Gaussian relaxation that is on the time scale of 10-30 fs, which they attributed to the 

) 

ultrafast inertia part of the solvent response. 

ture indep~ndent ~olvatiort d.yna~its. , This result ~xeiud~s the possibility of diffusive soi~ 

vation mechanism. The diffusive solvation motion scales with the solvent viscosity, which 

would be slow for a solvent·at:a glassy or cr.ystalline.state ofr:Y 106l:K:{13,96, i23, 124]. If 

the diffusive' >solvation can be· observed, .the· solvation time should scale with the temper~ 
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ature1 since viscosity is proportional to the temperature. The rotational motion, on the 

other hand, varies with the dipole density on the· surface, which is comparable between 300 

to 80 K. The temperature independent solvation dynamics indicates a rotational solvation 

mechanism as well. 

. . . 

Partial charges of straight chain alcohol calculated with density functional theory 

are shown inTable 4.2. The 0-H group is the strongest dipole on.all of the alcohol molecules 

examined. While the alcohol molecule increases in size, the dipole. moment on the 0-H 

group remains mostly unchanged. The ability of the 0-H groupto'stabiiize excess electron 

remains unchanged for different alcohol molecules. This agrees well with the experimental 

finding of constant solvation energy and solvation dynamics for all the straight chain a1cohol 

molecules. 

Within our experimental time resolution, no difference in solvation dynamics is 

observed for image state electron solvated by deuterated methanol or methanol, as well 

as by deuterated butanol and butanol. This is consistent w,ith experiments performed by 

Yoshihara and coworkers on Coumarin 102 solvation by deuterated methanol and normal 
< r . ~ . 

methanol [125]. Within the first 500 fs, no difference in solvation dynamics is observed for 
•• j' ! • -: ·. t i _l : ·.• ,.. . ' "i :; ; 

these two solvents. The isotope effect only appears in the second and third solvation time 

constant of about 2 picosecond and 15 picosecond; respectively. Owing to the lack of time 
' _, \; l ; 1 ! .: ' /' : 

resolution, they did not observe the ultrafast solvent response that was on the order of,...., 50 
' - . ~ - . .. ;' t} ' --~ "'t ··-~ ~~-: ~ . ,,t, .· 

fs. 

Multiple image potential state series am o.bserved in all of the alGohol. solvent 

e:x,periments; Except for methanol, the appearance of the second image, state series oc-' 
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Table 4.2: Alcohol molecules charge density 
' ,.,, 

Methanol Propanol Butanol Pentanol 
H 0.3375 H 0.3042 H 0.3042 H 0.3041 
0 -0.6516 0 -0.5402 0 -0.5410 0 -0.5410 
c 0.0064 c 0.0716 c 0.0650 c 0.0646 
H 0.1237 H 0.0723 H 0.0726 H 0.0727 
H 0.0920 H 0.0723 '. H 0.0726 H 0.0727 
H 0.0920 c ~0.'1772 ···c····. ~0:1723' ''C. -0.1795' 

H 0.1054 H 0.1015 H 0.1018 
H 0.1054 H 0.1015 H 0.1018 
c -0.3209 G -0.1767 c -0.1708 
H 0.1056 H 0.0901 H 0.0860 
H 0~1008 H 0;0901 H 0.0860 
H 0.1008 c -0.3092 c -0.1667 

! : '·' H 0.0978· H 0.0916 i 
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curs at '""' 400 fs. Initially, a single observed image state series indicates that the local 

electrostatic environment is uniform over the entire surface sampled by the electron. The 

appearance of multiple image state series signifies surface inhomogeneities that cause vari-

ation in <Ploc(x, y, z, t), and different solvation pathways characterized by different values of 

the surface dipole moment. Surface inhomogeneities cause variations in surface potential, 

which in turn results in areas with different local work functions. Smaller energy relaxation 

observed for some of tl1e image state series might be caused by incomplete rotation of the 

0-H bond to solvate the electron. 

4.6 Dynamical Electron Localiza~ion 
' ' 

The process of electron solvation in liquid is often accompanied by localization 

of the solute. The fqrmation of solvent cage surrounding ~he initially delocalized electron 
-:"./?.\, 

was observed both .. ill experiments and in f9mputer simulations. Upon the creation of the 

electron, solvent molecules rearrang~ and !ocalize the solute. At equilibrium, the solvated 

electron is localized in ,a cavity with radius of "' 3 A surrounded by a solvent shell of '""' 6 

.. ~ . 

molecules [108]. For solvation in crystalline solvent, the process is less clear. Excess electron 

in frozen polar solvent is observed to be solvated and localized by the polar solvent, but the 

order of occurrence is unclear. 

Apart from energy relaxation due to solvent rearrangement, electrons are also 

observed to be dynamically localized by the solvent motion. Dynamical localization of 

electrons has been observed in all alcohol solvation experiments in this dissertation. Angle-

resolved TPPE is used to measure the electron wavefunction parallel to the surface. Delo-
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calized electron shows a parabolic dispersion, while the localized electron possesses a flat 

dispersion. The mass of the electron can be computed from the TPPE dispersion spectra, 

where a dispersion of 1 is equivalent to a fre~ electron mass. Figure 4.17 shows the plots 

of localized and delocalized TPPE spectra as well 'as the n = 1 image state dispersion at 

various time delays for the butanol solvation experiment. Image state electron excited from 

the bulk metal initially possesses a parabolic dispersion with an effective mass of"" 1. By 

increasing the delay time, a new localized feature can be seen in the TPPE spectra. Th~ 
-~: . . . ' 

localized peak can only be observed clearly at hlgh angle (22.4°) because the the'localized 
. ~~ 

.···. 
and .the delocalized peaks overlap at low angle .. At 187 fs, both the localized and deloca!-:: 

. . 
ized'peaks are visible. The amplitude of the deloca.lized state decreases as tit increases; By 

\. 

i:l.t = 300 fs, only the localized state is visible in the TPPE spectra. Similar\result have 
•··• f 

bee!l- observed for other alcohol solvation experiments. Initially delocalized electrons are 

\. 

localized within the first 300 fs. 

f,: : 

Two different mechariisms have been proposed for the process ofel,ectron lqcaliza

tion in a frozen polar solvent. One theory su-ggests that initially delocalized electron sa~ples 

a large area 1Jefore it localizes in pre-existingtrap sites or defect ·sites in the meA~um :[66]. 

The other theory suggests that the strong electrostatic interactions between the electron and 
(. !' ·, ' ~ • -

surrounding medium inciuc~ the formation of trap sitean.d theri follows by election local-

izationin, the dynamically formed trap site [:73,78, 79]. These ;two lqcalizatjpn_ IDfChanis:r;ts 

can be disting"!lished· by ,examining t~R short time dynamics of localizatiop.. ~, Fig"!lre, 4.18,. 

, ... 

s]:lQWS' the, zero :time delay TPPE.spfctrum ~t different .angles for,pr()panol. Solid>ansl·das~, 

lines represent the deconvoled localized and delocalized states in TPPE, respectively. As 
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Figure 4':17:' Angl~resolved'TPPE'of monolayer butanol ansorbed·on Ag(lll) surface. At 
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can be seen in flt = 0 spectrum, a small localized peak exists. At flt = 0 the solvent does 

not have time to reorganize, thus the formation of the localized electron must occur due to 

trapping in pre-existed defect sites. Similar observation has been observed for localization 

in benzene, where electron was observed to be localized by defects: As !::it increases, the 

localized peak increases in amplitude compared to the delocalized state, which suggests the 

dynamical localization by solvent motions. The observed locaJization.dynamics is similar to 
. ~ '< 

that of the polaron formation where an electron induced l1:1,ttice distortion cause the electron 

to localizes at a single lattice site due to favorable energetics [46]_. Although it appears that 

.· . .• ' .. . 
most electrons are,Jocalized via dynariiicai solvent r~tation, TPPE results suggest that both 

localization mechanisms are active in the electron solvation by adsorbed alcohol mqlecules. 

Because of the inability to separate the localized.·and delocalized peak intensities, the pre~ 

cise rate of population transfer between the localized and thy delocalized electrons can not 

be obtained. 

Although an idealized image state electron is considered delocalized throughout the 

entire space at flt = 0, in reality, the delocalized electron is confin.:ed within some physical 

~ ~- . 

boundaries. A purely delocalized electron has infinitesima:lly small charge density above 

each molecular dipole, thus can not exert adequate electrost~tic force to induce rotation of 

dipoles. The spatial extend of the delocalization e_l!Olctron is lirriited by the electron scattering 
' ., • . -··· ,.. '.~-., ..•... ,...~.-- ,·. .. • .•. .• . .• ·. • ... . . ..... ··. ·":-"!: .. ,-- • ,, 

off surface defects, i.e. the coher,el}~e lepgt~ of th:e ele.ctrqp:. y'):)J~!e ~coherent length of the 

electron can be estimated from the. angle. de.penden.:ce of the Lo.reptz!an peak widths {r11 ) 
'! ' ",>'I,· 

in TPPE [126]. The scattering process parallel to the surf~9~ coptril;>~tes tq the Lorentizan 

widths in parallel momemtum, PH, which can be determined with: 
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(4.6) 

where Pll is the momentum of the electron parallel to the surface. The Lorentzian peak 

widths can be used to estimate the coherence length, ~x, of an electron with the following 

equation: 

~x = .Pun 
' m*ru (4:7) 

Angle resolveq::CFPE of"propanolj Ag(111) in Figure 4.18 is used to estimate the cciherend~ 

length. At Pii = 0.2 A-land ru = 0.015 eV, .6.x is rv 100 A. A size of rv 100 A corresponds 

to a few hundred alcohol molecules that have the length of ,...., 3.48 A (methanol) to '":' 

9.64 A (pentanol). The size of the surface patch that solvates the eiectron can also be 

estimated from the perspective of thermodynamic;:; .. If the energy required for a dipole 
.. -·· ·... . "'•. 

',·, "">~· 

rotation is on t):le qr:,qer ofkT,the rotation energy is about 4 meV to 9 meV%r experiments 
< .. --~ .~ ... 

that take place between 50 K to 100 K. For a solvation energy of rv0.25 eV, the size of the 

patch is also ~<:m~the 0rd~~ 6f,...., 10o~j\.. 

4. 7 Electron. Solvation by Nitrile 
. ~ t ~-; ~' . ' . . . ' > 

p: 

Two dimensional electron solvation by polar molecules has also been observed 

in nitrile/ Ag(111) [126]. Acetonitrile and butyonitrile have been used in the studies of 

electron solvation. Observation of photoelectron kinetic energy relaxation in both nitriles 

is also attributed to the changes in the local work function caused by the reorientation of 

nitrile molecular dipoles. Figure 4.19 displays the monolayer acetonitirle/ Ag(111) image 
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Figure 4.19: Electron solvation dynamics of monolayer acetonitrile adsorbed on Ag(111). 
The n = 1 and n = 2 image state electrons relax in kinetic energy as a function of time. 
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potential state energies as a function of delay time: For monolayer acetonitrile, a 0.25 e V 

shift in local work function was observed. Dynamical localization can only be observed .in 

bilayer nitrile coverage. The appearance of the localized and delocalized states in the nitrile 

system is distinctly different from the alcohol systems. In the nitrile system, the localized 

and delocalized states appear .as separate peaks rather then one single peak in electron. 

solvation by alcohol molecules. For monolayer acetonitrile, no localized state was. observed. 

For two layers of acetonitrile, the population evolutionshowed a population transfer from 

the delocalized; state to the localized state. The delocalized state decays within 300 ,fs. 

At 300 fs, only the: localized state remains in the TPPE spectra. Both the localized ;and 

delocalized electron -decrease in kinetic energy on the same time scale, suggesting that same 

type of molecular motion-molecular dipole rotation-is responsible for solvation of both 

states. 

4.8 : Disk Dipole Model 

A simple model is used to estimating the changes in the electrostatic potential 

due to molecular dipole reorientation il}duced by an image potential state electron. The 

.. 
reorientation of the molecular dipoles causes the initially delocalize electron to localize 

parallel to 'the' surf~ce. At very large distances, the el~ctron is not ,able tb·;,s~e" the- dipole 

- -.. r · .. · · . . 1- , . :· . · • • 1 : . ,.,. ~; : ~: . . · : 

patch. At distances comparable to the size of the patch, the energy of the electron 18 ~troilgly 

influenced by the charge distribution of the dipole patch. As described in Section 4.6, the 

. i'·' -· ' ·- .. it,,. . ... 

size of the surface patch can be estimated from the- width of the TPPE peak width and 

from the thermodynamic consideration .. -
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An image state electron residing at a few Angstroms outside the surface signifi-

cantly perturbs the structure of the polar molecule layer. The· polar molecules respond to 

the perturbation by rotating the positive end of their molecular dipoles toward the electron. 

Rotation of the molecular dipole results in the increase 'of the dipole projection along the-· 

surface ·normal, thus changing the electron static forces felt by the image state electron. 

The molecular surface charges can be ;represented by an uniform charged disk. 

Figure 4.20 illustrates an electron residing at a distance z along the central axis of a circular 

charged disk with a ;radius R that has a uniform positive surface charge density a. The· 

electrostatic potential of such a system can be calculated by first considering that the disk 

is made up of concentric rings of width da. The potential between two elementary charges, 

q, is 

(4.8) 

where E~ is the vacuum permittivity. The potential due-to a positive chargedring with.a 

width da can be expressed as 
··:·-·' 

(4.9) 

The electron is represented by charge q and a is the surface charge density of the ring. 
. . . :. : . . ~ : . : - ~ . ' - (: - .: ; - ' ' ·. - . _. ' . - . . . . . - - , . 

Simple geometry consideration allows Equation 4.9 to be rewr~tten as 
~ ; ' i. . . • -.: - . f ~ - ... ~ - - • ' '• - ' - 1 • - ' ··, ' I. . . ::' ' . . . -

. r. = -- . da !o
21Ta -q ads 

¢( ), ',( o 41fE
0 

(z2 +a2)) · 
(4.10) 

For a circular charge distribution, the electric field perpendicular to the central axis cancels,· 
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Figure 4.20: An electron resides at distance z along the central axis of a uniform positive 
charge disk with surface charge density a and radius R. A differential element of charge 
occupies a length, ds with. an infinitesima} width. da. . ·'·" ". .. . . ·· . · ·' 
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leaving only the parallel component, which is cos() = z . Integrating only the parallel 
(z2+a2) "2 

component over both the length element ds and radial element da gives 

For two dimensional electron solvation by rotation of molecular dipoles, the two 

oppositely charged disks represent the surface patch or reoriented· alcohol molecules, as seen 

in Figure 4.21. The radius of the disks, R, accounts fo;'the size ~fthe surface patch solvating 
1,. '\ ·' ., •• ~ • • - •• '-<. . 

the electron. The solvating dipole consists of two chitges, o+ and o-, whjch are. separated' 

by a distance Z. The charges arise from the partiar'charges on atoms linked by polar;bonds. 

The two oppositely charged disks represent collectively the positive ends and negaf!ve ends 

of the molecular dipoles. The uniform surface charge density 0' equals too+ x p, wlirre pis 

the two dimensional concentration ofmoiecular _dipoles on th~surface and o+is the partial 

charge on the dipole. Equivalently, all negative partial charges a~~ included in a negatively 

charged disk with a uniform charge density ~0'. For the- potential along the z axis, l is 

the separation between the two partial charges projected on to the surface normal axis. 

The rotation of the dipole, which changes the dipole projection along the surface normal, 

is represented by increasing the separation between the two charged disks, as depicted in 

Figure 4.21. 
. ; ~ 

At b..t = 0, before molecular dipoles reorganize "in'response to the presence of the-

electron, the dipoles lie parallel to the surface. Thus, the net dipole projection is zero. As 

molecular dipoles rotate, the dipole projection increases. The dipole projection along with 

surface normal reaches maximum when the dipole aligns perpendicular to the surface. The 
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separation of the two disks, l, is equivalent to the length of the dipole when the dipole aligns 

perpendicular to the surface. 

For l = 0, the electrostatic potential of an image state electron, which resides at 

z from the two oppositely charged'diskd along the central axis, results in a potential that 

equals to zero. As dipoles rotate to solvate the electron, the dipole projection increases and 

the potential also increases. For an image state electron res~ding at. z and z+l from the 
I. • • • 

positively charged and negatively charg~d';disk; resp'ectively (as shown in Figure 4.21), the 
; . ·! . 

electrostatic potential along the surface .. normal, z, can be obtained using Equation '4.11. 
. . :: 

The total potential equals to the sum ofp'otentials due to the positive and negative charged 

disk. The potential due to the negatively. charged disk can be obtained with Equation 4.21 

by replacing z with z + l. The potential is 

<jJ(z) = -qa ( J z2 + R2-'- z) '~<qO"( V(z + l) 2 + R 2.- (i +l)). 
2E0 , . · 2E0 • . · -

1 -
<jJ(z) = -¢0 ( y[V z2 + R 2 - V(7-,+l)2 + R 2] + 1) 

A. _ qla 
'f'O-

2E0 

· ....... i~ : ,. -

(4.12) 
·.r- .. 

(4.13) 

T .~ • • • : 

(4.14) 

where <Po is the magnitude of the change in potential d';le to dip9le.. rotation, and q is the · 

elementary charge. 
·._;: 

··: The railiu:s o£ the'di~krepreserlts· the size of'th~ surface patch 'solvating the 'electi<)'n . 
. • /. :·-'.! :· . ..:.~- t · ·-~. r· :··- ,- · .·.,.: -'~:~~·-

The description of the dipole patch t4stifua£ion ~as pres~rited fn SeCtion 4:6: The eiiergy 

relaxation dynamics for each n = 1 and its corresponding n = 2 states are identical as 
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Figure 4.21: Model of alcohol molecular dipoles on a surface. Orientation oftiie moiecuiar 
dipoles with respect to thesurfa~e normal.~odi;ties the surfaGepqtential. Jn t.he,proposed 
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model, two parallel disks represent a patch of molecular dipoles. The collective rotation of 
the dipoles is equivalent to increasing the disk separation, l. 
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observed with TPPE. This experimental observation agrees with the model estimation for 

R "" 100 A. Close to the surface, the behavior of the potential ca~ be observed by expanding 

Equation 4.13 

z+l. 
</Y(z) = -¢0 {1- Ji!- + ... } ~ (4.15) 

For R » z, the potential can be approximated by a constant -¢0 • Although then;::= 2 state 

electron resides at z "" 12 A from the surface, which is 4 times further away compare to the 

n = 1 state, the surface patch of R r0 100 A is still much greater than z. Therefore both 

the n=1 and n=2 image· state electron experience the same potentia.l;-:..¢0 • For R » l, the 

changes in the disk radius would -not significantly influence the electrostatic potential in the 

z direction. For a probe to be sensitive to t.he variatio~ in the local surface poteptial, the 

size of the local surface potentiafrtnist be· greater than twice the distance\)£ the probe from 

the surface. Therefore the size of t~(j) surface patch must be > 24 Afor th~ n = 2 image 
' 

state electron (which resides at ,.J i2' kfrom the surface) to be sensitive to the loc~l- wor~ 

function. This 24 A patch size serves as a lower limit for the size of surface patch. 

For electron solv!ltion by rotation of -OH group on the alcohol molecules, l equals 

to the 0-H bond length of 0.97 A for all alcohol molecules. Figure 4.22a shows the 

. -
electrostatic potential of::,the two d!~'.~ model lor three dif-ferential p,f:tch size of methanol 

i : ' .. 
molecules: R = 1 A, R = 100 A, and R = 100000 A: 'The van der Waals radius of methanol 

molecuie~ ·.can,b~ .estim~ted from th~ bond lengths of the mo~ecu1~:. Each,,rneth~r:tciL molecule 
, I , ! ~ • , \ ;··· ' , , . . . ~ .. }. . ; . , .. · . , , • ·. - ; } ' • - • •• 

is ~st~~~t~d to, o~cupy :.:_- 2.5.A2 . '±he:cha~ge den~ity of;~ 2.i3 X 1o-21~ isobtained~with 
. ;o .... , ' ... ·, l•\ -·.- . .' .· ·, :i. ..: ' : ._ .-' . I ~-- -· -· A2 _,; . . . ; ;: 

the dipole moment of 5.67 x w-3° C · m divided by the dipole bond length (0.96 A) and by 
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the estimated area per molecule. All three potentials show a similar trend. As z approaches 

0; all three potential approach 1.2 eV. As z approa:ches oo, the potentials approach 0. The 

radius,· R, determines how fast the -potential approaches the asymptotic value, 0. For a 

small surface patch, the p6tential approaches 0 rapidly:· Consequently,· Jor a small surface 

patch then== 1' and n = 2 image states would experience different local work functions . 

. The change in local work function is determined by -<j),0 , which dep~nds on the disl,cs 

separation, ·l, . .and the charge density, a. Figure 4.22b shows the ,electrostatic potential of 

the two disks model generated for methanol,· propanol, ])utanol, and pentanoL. In each case, 

the electron is solvated by the -OH group of the alcohol molecules. The dipole rnomen.~for · 

each alcohol molecule changes slightly;from.J.70 to 1.66 Debyefrom·methanol to pentanol. 

The charge .density of each molecule is obtained with. the dipole moment of each m,qJecule; 

divided by the dipole bond length and by the estimate per area molecule. The surface 

patch size of 100 A is used as the radius, R. The disk dipole model results in a change 

of work function of -1.2 eV, -0.63 eV, -0.48 eV, and -0-.33 eV for methanol, propanol, 

butanol, and pentanol, respectively. The measured change of rv0.25 eV lies within this 

range. While the dipole moment remains relatively constant, the dipole density decreases 

from methanol to pentanol. Assuming electrons delocalized over the same ""100 A radius 

surface patch, the number of molecules contained in the surface patch decreases as density 

decreases. Therefore the energy relaxation due to dipole rotation decreases. This is contrary 

to the experimental observation of constant solvation energy ( rv0.25 e V) for different alcohol 

molecules. One plausible explanation is that the dipole density might remain unchanged 

from methanol to pentanol. Another possibility is that the solvation energy is determined 
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by the number of dipoles that interacts with the electron. While the methanol is more 

den.sely packed compared to pentanol, the electron delocalizes over a larger area for the 

larger alcohol molecules, and therefore the electron interacts with the same number of 

dipoles regardless the density of the dipoles. In another word, the radius R changes from 

methanol to pentanol. A third possibility points to incomplete dipole rotation, which can 

also contribute to changes in the potential. The electron-dipole interaction induces a smaller 

rotation' when the electron interacts with a greater number·of dipoles (such as methanol). 

When •the electron· inteiacts with a fewer number of dipoles· (like butanol· molecules), the 

electron induces a larger dipole rotation. Therefore the total potential relaxation is constant 

for all alcohol' molecules. For example, the solvation energy measured experimentally for 

a monolayer acetonitrile of 0.28 e V is comparable to those measured in alcohols, despite 

acetonitrile has a much larger dipole moment of 3.9 Debye compared to that of alcohol 

molecules of "' 1. 7 De bye. 
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Chapter 5. 

C·onclusions 

This dissertation presents the study of electron solvation at polar adsorbate/ Ag( 111) 

interfaces with TPPE. Electron solvation in condensed medium has long been the subject 

of intense research owing to its broad implication .in ·physics and chemistry. Although,,the 

phenomenon of solvation is ·ubiquitous, the subject of electron solvation at an interface has 

been ~argely ignored. Two photon photoemission investigations of electron solvation .at a 

alcohol/metal interface not only represent the first study ofelectron solvation iwreduced 

dimension, but also· show that TPPE is• a: powerful· tool ·in, studying· ·dynamiCal electron 

interactions at an interface, Previous TPPE studies have shown'that electrons can interact 

strongly with nonpolar adsorbate. to form self trapped polaron via electron transfer reac

tion·. In the present· study, electrons interact strongly with polar adsorbates an.d induce 

adsorbates reorganization, which is similar .to that-of solute·incluced solvent reorganization 

observed in liquid solvation ·experiments ... Two·photon iphotoemission :prov:ides a unique

perspective in determining the·· mechanism and' dynamics· Of electron ;Solvation, 
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Ultrafast photon excitation results in electron photo injection from the bulk metal 

into image potential states at a two dimensional interface. Since the image state electron 

resides at only a few Angstroms froin the surface, the energy of the image state electron is 

sensitive to local variations in charge distribution at the surface. Residing adjacent to the 

surface/polar adsorbate interface allows the strong charge-dipole interactions between·the 

electron and polar adsorbates to induce a solvation of the electron. 

A series of monolayer straight chain alcohol molecules adsorbed on Ag(l,ll}is v.se4; 
,;.';._ ~ ·•. • •• • ·~ ; '~. "< 

for the experiment. Electron induced reorganization involves the rotation of the 0-H bond 

of the alcohol molecules toward the electron. Since electron only interacts strongly with 

dipoles· that are close to the electron, the molecular reorganization occurs . .locally around 

the electron, creating a local variation in charge distribution~· Rotation of the 'molecular, 

dipole lowers the .local surface potential, i.e. the local work function., ~The decrease in 

the work, function manifests as image state electron kinetic energy shift in TPPK Thus, 

monitoring the time dependence of the photo,electron·energy·provides direct access to :probe 

. the dynamics of. two-dimensional solvation: A "'"'500 ·fs time coll$tantJor energy rela.XatioiE 

and. a rv0.25 eV. solvatiqn energy ate :observed for a:lh)f the. alcohol molecules .studied: 

A constant relaxation time .scale and energy indicate that the solvation· motion is similar 

for all of the ·alcohol ·molecules. The. 0-H ·bond .. rotation solvation mec.hanisin is further 

supported by the results of ·temperatme dependent .solvation jdynamic:1and :the· calculated: 

partial charges on. alcohol molecules .. Between 1:70 K toi50·K,;,the solvation dyn8mics 

showed no observable difference. Temperature· invariant: dynamics exCludes the possibility. 

of diffusive solvation mechanism, but not the 0-H bond 'rotation ntechanism .. :Partial charges. 
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of alcohol molecules calculated with density functional theory show that the 0-H group is 

the strongest dipole bn the alcohol molecule. The dipole strength of the 0-H group remains 

relatively the same while the alcohol molecule increases in size. Same dipole strength would 

result in similar solvatidn time scale and energy for all the alcohol molecules. 

Dynamical localization of electron has also been studied with angle-resolved TPPE. 

At zero time delay between the pump/probe pulses, TPPE spectra showed a large popu-

lation of delocalized electron as well as a small population of localized electron. Localized 

electron at l::J.t = 0 was attributed to electron trapping by pre-existing defect sites in the 

layer. Increasing population in the localized state with increasing l::J.t was attributed to the 

dynamical electron localization with induced dipole rotation. 

A simple disk dipole model is used to represent the changes in the electrostatic 

potential caused by dipole rotation on the surface. Two oppositely charged disks were used 

to model the positive and negative end of the dipole patch. Rotation of the dipole that 

increases the dipole projection along the axis perpendicular to the surface is represented by 

the separation distance of the two disks. For the disk dipole model, an energy difference of 

"' 0.6 e Vis obtained for a patch of R "' 100 A dipoles rotating from parallel to perpendicular 

orientation. Experimentally measured 0.25 eV is within the range of this energy change. 

Difference in solvation energies might result from an incomplete dipole rotation. 

The observation of multiple image potential state series with different energies 

and dynamics indicates the existence of multiple solvation pathways for the image state 

electron. These solvation pathways may result from different local environments, such as at 

defect sites or step edges, or at which the rotation of the dipoles might be hindered. While 
I 
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a complete understanding of the dynamics,has not been achieved, the findings reported in 

this dissertation demonStrate the potential of time _ap.d angletresolved TPPE in studying, 
J 

two dimensional solvation dynamics at interfaces:, 
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